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ABSTRACT 
The Web 2.0 has dramatically changed people‟s communication style. It is a great move 
toward more community oriented, highly collaborative, interactive and responsive Web. 
Today we are not only using the Internet but we are part of this global network. Social 
media sites became the world‟s largest virtual community, where people express their 
views about products, events and services, anytime from anywhere. These views have 
great impact on community thinking and decisions. The most flourished feature of this era 
is the rising of blogging which provides resourceful and open way to anyone, anywhere. 
These data sources provide the rich basis for sentiment analysis. The statistics show that 
80% of consumers have changed their decisions about purchase based on negative 
reviews found online. The study found that blogs are 63% more likely to influence 
purchase decisions than magazines.   
 
Evaluation of social media has powered interest in sentiment analysis. There exist two 
main approaches for extracting sentiment automatically, the lexicon-based approach and 
statistical or machine learning approach. The later approach demands a lot of training data 
to learn lexical items that express sentiment and its performance drops when the same 
classifiers is used in a different domain.  
 
The main focus of this work is to develop a lexicon-based framework for automatic 
classification of blogs and reviews with respect to their semantic orientation. This method 
consists of three major components: Sentiment analysis, Slang‟s detection and scoring, 
and Context-aware spelling corrector. Lexicon-based methods for sentiment analysis are 
robust, give good performance in cross-domain and can be easily boosted with additional 
source of knowledge. It performs well on blog posting, reviews and also a preferable 
classifier for handling contextual valence shifters. Irrespective of these merits no single 
lexicon can perform in an optimal way all the time. This method uses a dynamic, 
updateable and comprehensive lexicon based on existing opinion lexicons, dictionaries 
and other machine-readable resources to classify the user-generated contents into 
positive, negative and neutral polarity. 
 vii 
 
Slangs and spelling correction are two vital elements for sentiment analysis because slang 
and misspelled word may affect the sentiment score. These two issues were handled using 
Web resources and Statistical language model. 
 
The proposed work was implemented, and evaluated with different datasets of reviews 
and blogs. The empirical results show that the proposed work outperforms the existing, 
related methods and achieves 90.3% accuracy on average. This method showed high 
accuracy in binary classification. All the three components of the proposed method 
performed well with different domains.  
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
“Your most unhappy customers are your greatest source of learning.” 
    (Bill Gates) 
 
1.1 Introduction 
The surge of information, generated online is the rich source for analysts to understand 
trends toward products, events, politics, and health. Most of the online information is 
available in unstructured text format [1,2].  Social networking services, blogs, discussion 
forums, and quickly growing streaming news are major contributors to this overwhelming 
data [3]. 
 
Handling this huge data to get knowledge is the great opportunity and challenge for both 
information producers and consumers. The Web  2.0  has  dramatically  changed people‟s  
communication  style.  It  is  a  great  move toward  more  community  oriented,  highly 
collaborative,  interactive  and  responsive  Web [4].  Today  we  are  not  only using  the  
Internet  but  we  are  part  of  this  global network.  Revolution  of  the  social  
networking  is  the direct  significant  impact  of  Web  2.0.  Social  media sites  became  a  
world  largest  virtual  community, where  people  express  their  views  about  products, 
events  and  services,  anytime  from  anywhere  [5].  
 
World Wide Web (WWW) enables us to access Web data, presented in a large variety 
and size. Researchers use Data mining, Natural Language Processing (NLP), Information 
Extraction (IE) and Information Retrieval (IR) techniques to extract, retrieve, and analyze 
the data available on Web. Finding novel, relevant information, interesting pattern, and 
buried knowledge demands sophisticated techniques and tools. 
  
Web mining is the superset of “Web Usage Mining”, “Web Structure Mining” and “Web 
Content mining” [6]. Web contents are made of variety of data types including text, 
image and audio/video data. In Web mining point of view the scope of this research is 
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extraction of knowledge from unstructured textual data (Web content mining), which is 
the predominant data type [1,2].  
 
Various pre-processing techniques are used to remove noise, and extract relevant features 
from unstructured textual data for knowledge discovery. These techniques are described 
in chapter 5. 
 
Mining unstructured text data is regarded as Text Mining (TM). The major goal of TM is 
discovering hidden and interesting patterns in textual data. TM also covers the trends and 
outliers in text data. About 70% of data available online is unstructured [2], which is 
increasing with flood of online reviews, blogs, and chats. Analysis of unstructured data is a 
tedious task due to its noisy and complex nature. Various techniques from Data Mining, 
Information Retrieval (IR), TM, and Machine Learning (ML) are used combinedly to extract 
knowledge. Figure 1.1 presents the relationship between TM and other related technologies. TM 
covers various aspects of text data processing including information extraction, summarization, 
mining text stream, mining in social media, opinion mining (OM), and mining from Biomedical 
data. 
 
In Web content (unstructured text data) online reviews and blogs are fastest growing 
communication mechanism among web users [8]. Bloggers express their opinions, 
feelings, and emotions about daily events in their environment. Reviews and blogs help 
business to improve the quality of their products and services by making decisions based 
on discovered knowledge. Opinions have also influence on consumer‟s attitude toward 
products and services. 
 
Sentiment analysis (SA) is an emerging research field in computer science where people 
perceptions are recognized digitally. It is need of every organization for business 
intelligence and of every consumer for getting better products and services. 
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1.2 Sentiment Analysis and Classification 
“He who molds the public sentiment… makes statutes and decision possible 
or impossible to make.”                                                                                                              
                                                                                           (Abrahm Lincoln) 
 
1.2.1 Sentiment 
Oxford dictionary defines the word sentiment as “a view of or attitude toward a situation 
or event; an opinion”. Naturally every person thinks and feels differently about different 
events and situations. For decision making it is very important to study people feelings 
and thinking. Before WWW we were not able to study the sentiments or opinions of 
globe about particular event, product, or service. Our opinion circle was limited to our 
friends [9]. 
 
Sentiment (also called opinion) is a person‟s view or judgment about a particular situation 
or event. Opinion is always based on person‟s feelings, observations, and expertise. Study 
of sentiments enable us to response any situation rightly at right time. Local or global 
opinions have great influence on person‟s decision. We interact, listen, and accept other‟s 
Information 
Retrieval 
Web Mining 
Text 
Mining 
Information 
Extraction 
Computational 
Linguistics 
Data Mining 
Figure 1.1: Text Mining 
Natural 
Language 
Processing 
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opinion toward something. Customers read and compare reviews of other people before 
buying some product or acquiring service [10,11]. 
 
Today it is informal for us to share the opinions with other people in the globe using 
online discussion forums, blogs, newsgroups, and social media services [7]. Opinions are 
also important for industries and large organization to estimate the acceptance level of 
their products or services, and frame the strategies to improve the quality [8]. These 
feedbacks in the form of blogs and reviews help organizations to get amazing results.  
 
Sentiments are also equally important for government and politicians. Governments use 
public [12] opinion to frame the policy for betterment of people‟s life. Public opinions are 
election meter for politicians to measure the popularity level in public. The global 
network i.e. Internet gives us opportunity to gather huge, diverse, and valuable 
information for analysis. We are living in the age of customer [13] , where businesses are 
driven by data. Customer knowledge and perception is the key for successful marketing. 
But it‟s not possible for an individual or even a small group to handle and process such 
abundant information properly. Automatic methods and techniques are required to gather, 
organize, analyze, and interpret the information for knowledge. Sentiment analysis is the 
rising field that can be used for extracting subjective information from the source data 
[14]. 
 
1.2.2 Sentiment Analysis 
Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is a way to study and understand people‟s opinion, 
sentiments, assessments, approaches, and emotions toward some logical or physical entity 
[14,15]. Sentiment analysis helps in determining the product, or service popularity level 
among the public, and also identify the features that people like or dislike in different 
geographic region [15]. Basic sentiment analysis model is depicted in figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2: Sentiment Analysis Model 
 
Sentiment analysis is based on appraisal theory from discipline of Psychology [16], which 
is based on the idea that emotions are extracted from our assessment of events. Every 
event in our life causes specific reaction. If the event observed is positive, one might feel 
happiness, otherwise our emotion might include sadness [17]. 
 
Social media is a place where customer engagement occurs in real time, which is highly 
desirable for a successful business. Sentiment analysis can be used for targeted customer 
service approach [18] and detection of negative rumors for risk management [19].  
 
In Data mining point of view Sentiment analysis can be defined from two prospective: 
functional and operational. Functional aspects deal with practical use of different methods 
Preprocessing 
Analysis 
Sentiment Score 
Reviews / Blogs 
Lexicon and 
Linguistics 
Resources 
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[20] used to extract feeling, attitudes, and emotion from text data. The operational aspects 
focus on application of computational linguistic techniques [21]. 
   
Sentiment analysis is one of the fascinating and captivating research area in Computer 
Science. Probably the term, sentiment analysis, first introduced by T. Nasukawa [19], and 
opinion mining first used by K. Dave et al. [22]. Though research works related to 
sentiment analysis appeared earlier. Research in the field of sentiment analysis started 
with analysis of products and movie reviews [23,24]. Sentiment orientation of phrases 
were estimated by [24], using point mutual information (PMI). Supervised learning 
techniques were employed by [25], with n-gram features. Where document-level binary 
sentiment classification studied, and achieved almost 83% accuracy. Later on, sentiment 
analysis extended to other domains including blogs [25,26]. 
 
1.2.3 Internet Slangs 
Sentiment analysis is the digital recognition of public opinions, feelings, emotions and 
attitudes. People express their views about products, events or services using social 
networking services. These reviewers excessively use slangs and acronyms to express 
their views [27]. Slang abbreviations are mostly used by the Internet users in their 
messages, which is a type of language of non-standard words and phrases [27,264], such 
as GR8, SMH, CHALE and XOXO. The primary motivation behind the using of slang 
words is its usefulness, because usually easy for other to interpret and save a lot of time. 
Large number of slangs with positive or negative sentiments are used in chat, Twitter and 
Facebook messages. It has become very important to detect, translate and identify slang‟s 
polarity for determining the semantic orientation (SO) of the entire review [27,229]. 
Detection and scoring of Internet slangs for sentiment analysis is the substantial 
component of the proposed framework. 
 
1.2.4 Spelling Corrector 
Social media sites became a world‟s largest simulated community where people express 
their views about products, events or services globally. Textual information in shape of 
reviews and blogs are generated with unmatched speed and size. Most of the user‟s 
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comments and reviews are generated without any regard to the general rules and 
standards of any language, due to which the text is poorly written, have spelling mistakes 
and contains out-of-vocabulary words. On Twitter, almost one out of every 150 English 
words is spelt incorrectly. Facebook users write just one in every 323 words incorrectly 
and one in every 238 by Google+ users.  Spelling correction is a vital element for 
sentiment analysis because misspelled word may affect the sentiment score [267,268].  
 
1.3 Trends and Challenges in Sentiment Analysis 
Currently the text data is generated online with unprecedented speed and size. This 
continuous growth of text data created several issues for analysts and researchers. The 
major problem in text sentiment analysis is its unstructured nature. This problem becomes 
more apparent when the huge unstructured information, need to be processed for business 
intelligence. Consequently this avert from quality results. [28]. 
 
The “open data” movement, explosion of blogs, Web 2.0 , and other services created a 
great interest among researchers of sentiment analysis. These issues have profound 
impact on research academia and industry, which leads to computational study of text 
data for inferring people‟s opinion and emotions. The apparent awareness of opinion 
mining appears since 2001 [29].  Opinion mining differs from traditional data analysis 
and text mining, it deals with subjective text. Subsequently OM demands specific 
development.  
 
1.3.1 Current Trends 
 Development of sophisticated algorithms with high accuracy for sentiment 
detection. 
 Development of algorithms based on opinion recommendation: Customers like to 
view and buy suggested products. 
 Reduction of manual work in content analysis. 
 Lexicon and corpus based semantic analysis. 
 Visual mapping of sentiments. 
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 Sentiment extraction from natural audio streams.  
 Opinion mining in real-time. 
 Development of multilingual corpora. 
 Automatic detection of ironic text.  
1.3.2 Challenges 
Due to the availability of large online information, opinion mining is still a challenging 
task. As sentiment analysis involves NLP, which causes various difficulties due complex 
nature of human language. Some challenges are highlighted in the following lines. 
 Detection of spam reviews, outliers, and reputation of the reviewer 
 Views or comments on social media network are mostly noisy. Blogs and 
comments are created in free-format form without following language rules, or 
any structure. Slangs, acronyms, lack of capitals, spelling mistake, unnecessary 
use of punctuations, repeated letters (for emphasis) are most common problems 
related to blogs and reviews. 
 Using of positive and negative views in the same sentence is a big problem for 
opinion mining. This issue is discussed in [30]. 
 People‟s opinion or product quality changes with time [31].  
 Normally reviewers comment about specific topic, or event. So mostly available 
methods are domain specific, which leads to development of domain independent 
methods.   
 Word-sense disambiguation is also a problem for extracting sentiment from text, 
e.g. when the word has multiple meanings, which meaning is used in the sentence.  
 Named Entity Recognition (NER): NER also called entity identification is a task 
to locate and classify element in text into predefined categories. For example 
“Aslam bought 400 shares of PSO”. Researchers are working on NER for robust 
performance across domains [32]. 
 Anaphora Resolution (AR): AR is a pronoun resolution. The problem of resolving 
references to earlier or later item in the text. "We watched the match and went to 
dinner; it was awful." What does "It" refer to? 
 Identification of subject and object in a target sentence. 
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 Detection of sarcastic and ironic statements to avoid misleading opinions [33]. 
 
1.4 Demands for Sentiment Analysis 
Opinions play key role almost in all human activities, because in the real world we seek 
opinions of others before making decisions. Organizations are interested in getting public 
opinions about acceptance level of their products and services, where consumers always 
need opinions of the exiting users.  
Reviews, online discussion forums, blogs and microblogs are the fastest rising 
communication of social media, which has key role in decision making by individual and 
organizations [14]. Positive opinion improves our daily transactions [20]. However 
searching and extracting refined information from the opinions on the Web is still a hard 
and painful exercise, due to the explosion of diverse nature of the Websites. Every 
Website comprises of massive volume of subjective (opinionated) text, hidden in a long 
blogs and reviews, which is very difficult for an individual to extract and summarize the 
required opinions. This demands automated sentiment analysis system. 
 Sentiment Analysis and Marketing: Many blogs contain reviews about different 
products, and issues. Negative comment can be risky for organization. It is 
therefore important to identify the bloggers sentiment to improve the marketing 
channel [8]. 
 Sentiment Analysis and information management: Sentiment analysis is an 
important subfield of information management. Product acceptance level and 
strategies for product improvement can be determined using sentiment analysis 
[8]. 
 Sentiment Analysis and Stock Market: Recently researchers use microblogging 
data for forecasting of stock market behaviour [34,35]. 
 Sentiment Analysis and Tourism: Online reviews and comments about hotels are 
very important for planning tour program. Travelers like to search information 
about desired destinations. [36]. The survey [37] shows that 73% travelers 
searched online information before making their travel decisions.  
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 Sentiment Analysis in Government and Politics: Government agencies use social 
media network for knowing public opinions and framing policies accordingly. 
Role of these sites in government organizations is discussed in [38]. In recent 
years a growing interest is seen in mining online political sentiments. Twitter 
sentiment was used to predict election result [39]. Political sentiments play 
important role in mobilization of masses for political change as seen in some 
Arab countries in 2011. 
 Education system can be improved through sentiment analysis. Students can 
express opinion about course teacher, and subsequently teacher can change their 
teaching style [40]. Similarly educational organizations can determine their 
acceptance level in public eyes. 
Following are the some compelling statistics about reviews and blogs [41,42,43]. 
 Traffic to the top 10 review sites grew on average 158% last year. 
 97% who made a purchase based on an online review found the review to 
be accurate. 
 92% have more confidence in info found online than they do in anything from a 
salesclerk or other source. 
 90% of online consumers trust recommendations from people they know; 70% 
trust unknown users, 27% trust experts, 14% trust advertising, 8% trust celebrities. 
 75% of people don't believe that companies tell the truth in advertisements.  
 70% consult reviews or ratings before purchasing. 
 51% of consumers use the Internet even before making a purchase in shops. 
 Blogs give, sites 434% more indexed pages and 97% more indexed links. 
 Blogs are 63% more likely to influence purchase decisions than magazines. 
 80% of consumers have change their mind about purchase based on negative 
information that they found online. 
 70% customers trust online reviews as much as they trust personal 
recommendations. 
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Result of two surveys conducted on more than 2000 American adults reported in [44], 
which is strong signal for demand of sentiment analysis. A brief summary of their 
findings are as follow: 
 81% of Internet users have performed online search for product at least once. 
 20% search online information on daily basis. 
 73% to 87% users claim that their purchase decisions were greatly affected by the 
reviews they found on Web. 
 
1.5 Vocabulary of Sentiment Analysis 
In this section, definitions of some important terms of sentiment analysis are given. 
Entity: An Entity E is a product, service or event. It is associated with a pair 
E(S,A), where S is a subcomponent and A is a set of attributes of  entity E. 
Example: E = {Battery, Screen}. 
Fact: Something that truly exists or happens [46]. 
Subjective/Objective Text: A text which contains personal feeling or beliefs, for 
example “I like iPhone”. If P and N are two sets of positive and negative words 
respectively then token t is said to be subjective if t   P or t   N. A text which 
contains only factual information is said to be objective. 
Opinion: A viewpoint about something and of subjective nature [47]. It is a 
quintuple  (Ej, fjk, Oijkl, hi, tl), where Ej is a particular entity, fjk is a feature k of 
entity Ej, hi is an opinion holder, tl is the time and Oijkl is the actual opinion of  hi 
about fjk of Ej at tl..  
Aspect: Aspect of an entity E, are its components and attributes. Example : A ={ 
Battery Life Screen Size}. 
Sentiment: Sentiment (also called opinion) is a person‟s view or judgment about 
a specific entity. Sentiment analysis is the computational linguistics study to 
identify and extract subjective information from source material. 
Review: Review is a sequence of words containing subjective information about 
specific entity. Figure 1.3 shows a sample review [48]. 
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“VERY POOR CUSTOMER SERVICE 
Jul 23, 2007 
 
 
Ease of Ordering:    
Customer Service:    
Selection:    
On-Time Delivery:”    
 
Full Review 
“I wrote a review earlier about my displeasure on the order that I placed from Mobile City Online. I did sent 
out an email to their customer service about my order and that I was not satisfied with the service. This is the 
response I received from them.  
“ "You placed your order after business hours on July 16th, at 7:49 pm. Orders take 24-48 hours to process. 
In your case we had to verify additional information. Your calls to the Customer service reps were noted on 
your account. Each time the customer service rep. answered your call she notated your account that you 
added your alt. address. Your order was released on July 19th which is 48 hours after your initial order 
within our time frame. However we do apologize for the inconvenience this may have caused you and 
understand your frustration but please keep in mind that your order fell within our allotted time frame. And 
that we work very hard to achieve 100% customer satisfaction."  
“Now correct me if I'm wrong, if I placed in my order on July 16 at about 8pm and my order was not shipped 
out that afternoon on July 19, wont that be WAY AFTER their 48 hour time frame??? She did say 48 hours 
after my initial order which is within their 24-48 time frame. Brrrrr, I'm confused.  
But anyway, I do work at a job where customer satisfaction is important and I was always told to just fess up 
that it was a problem that we are sorry and that this will be investigated and that we will do better next time. I 
will never scold a customer or make it like it was their fault even if sometimes it is.  
 
I WILL NEVER ORDER FROM THIS SITE AGAIN. I DONT CARE IF THEY ARE $20 CHEAPER OR MORE. 
 
Recommended: 
No  
 
What product did you purchase or try to purchase? N 73” 
 
Figure 1.3: A sample review 
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Blog/Microblog: Blog is the short form of weblog. It is discussion or 
informational website consisting of distinct entries called posts. Bloggers write on 
blog about different topics. Microblogs contain small messages such as short 
sentences, individual images, or video links. These small messages are called 
microposts. Sample of  microblog is shown below. 
“My new Samsung Galaxy Tab 3 :D @chrisfosterelli, you are the best! Xoxo” 
“#blogphotochat We love using these awesome apps… perfect for beginners and 
iPhone users :D http://www.blogbranch.com/2013/12/blogging-on-the-go-part-2-
photography/ …” 
Semantic Orientation: Semantic orientation or polarity is a subjective (positive 
or negative) evaluation of source text. Semantic orientation of reviews is 
measured as positive, negative, or neutral, or mild to strong. 
1.6 Motivation 
Opinions play key role almost in all human happenings, because in the real world our 
decisions are mostly conditioned on how others evaluate the things. Organizations are 
interested in getting public opinions about acceptance level of their products and services, 
where consumers always need opinions of the exiting users. One of the most flourished 
features of the Web 2.0 era is the rising of blogging [49]. Blogging provides resourceful 
and open way to anyone, anywhere. They can speak their feelings and express their views 
freely. Web 2.0 provides a better functionality for interaction with websites. These social 
media sites provide a rich user sentiment for enterprise. Some compelling statistics 
[50,51] about blogs and reviews are as follows: 
 90% of consumers find customer contents useful. 
 61% of US consumers have made a purchase based on a blog post. 
 77% of Internet users read blogs. 
 Customer reviews create a 74% increase in product conversion. 
 
 The above statistics provide the primary impetus for sentiment analysis. 
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1.7 Objectives 
The main focus of this research is to develop a lexicon-based framework for automatic 
classification of blogs/reviews with respect to their semantic orientation. This method 
aims to the following objectives: 
 To remove irrelevant text from reviews and blogs, not helpful in sentiment 
classification by using efficient and comprehensive preprocessing techniques. 
Detection and scoring of acronyms/slangs, and context-sensitive correction of 
misspelled words. 
 To develop lexicon-based (dynamic and updatable) method for domain 
independent sentiment classification. 
 To get the empirical evidence of the impact of acronyms/slangs and spelling 
correction on sentiment classification accuracy.  
 
1.8 Scope Definition 
In virtual community of Web, peoples express their views in variety of languages. The 
proposed work is restricted to English reviews and blogs only. The system uses Wordnet, 
SentiWordNet, opinion lexicons and other machine-readable dictionary resources as a 
knowledge base. 
 
1.9 Research Questions 
 How to remove irrelevant and noisy text from reviews and blogs, not helpful in 
sentiment classification using efficient and comprehensive preprocessing 
techniques.  
 How to detect acronyms/slangs, and misspelled words. 
 How can reviews/blogs be automatically and accurately classified with respect to 
their semantic orientation using lexicon-based (dynamic and updatable) approach? 
 What is the impact of slangs and spelling correction on sentiment scoring? 
 Which language model performs better in context-aware spelling correction?  
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1.10 Contributions of the Thesis 
The major contributions of this work are as follows: 
 Designing and implementation of an algorithm for noisy text preprocessing, not 
following any standard structure. 
 Development of lexicon-based sentiment classification technique at word/phrase 
and sentence level.  
 Detection and scoring of Internet slangs, and development of Context-aware 
spelling corrector for sentiment analysis. 
 Generation of artificial misspelled words dataset. 
 
1.11 Structure of the Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is structured in six main chapters. 
Chapter 2 presents up-to-date literature survey in the area of sentiment analysis relevant 
to the proposed work. This literature survey highlights existing methods and techniques. 
Chapter 3 explores lexical resources used in this research. The detail introduction of 
proposed Lexicon-based framework is given in chapter 4. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the 
introduction of datasets used in this work and preprocessing techniques to get noise-free 
data. Chapter 6 presents and analyze experimental results using various evaluation 
schemes. Finally chapter 7 discusses the significance of this research and make 
conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Related Work 
Natural language processing is a very complex and extensive research area. This chapter 
describes the detailed literature review and related research on sentiment analysis, and 
associated technologies. Sentiment analysis is deeply rooted in NLP and IR, and shares 
some characteristics with Information Extraction (IE) and TM. 
 
2.1 Natural Language Processing 
NLP is concerned with computer and human interaction, is a field of computer science 
and linguistics, appeared as a branch of Artificial Intelligence (AI) [52]. The stages [20] 
of analysis in processing natural languages are reflected in Figure 2.1. Natural language 
understanding is also called AI-complete, because extensive external knowledge (outside 
world) is required to manipulate it [53]. The well known article “Computing Machinery 
and Intelligence” also called Turing test is published in 1950 as criterion of intelligence 
[54].  
 
One of the influential application of NLP, called machine translation (Russian sentences 
to English) is demonstrated in 1954 [55].  Several other significant research works can be 
found in the history of NLP [56,57,58], using of ML algorithm in language processing is 
considered a revolution in this regard. Some ML algorithms, such as decision trees 
produce rules of “if-then” form similar to hand-written rules [59]. Many other complex 
statistical models were developed successively. 
 
Focus of the recent research in NLP is on unsupervised and semi-supervised learning 
algorithms. These algorithms learn from data not annotated by hand or combination of 
annotated and un-annotated data [53]. Generally unsupervised learning is more difficult 
than supervised learning and produce less accurate results. However large amount of data 
(including entire Web) is un-annotated. ML models use learning algorithms to learn rules 
automatically, by analyzing large corpora. Determining the correct Part of Speech (POS) 
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of each word in a given sentence is a typical application of NLP. It uses training and 
evaluation data.     
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Surface Text 
Figure 2.1: NLP Stages 
Since its beginning, NLP research has been focusing on various tasks such as machine 
translation, information retrieval, information extraction, text summarization, topic 
modeling, and recently opinion mining [60].  NLP techniques POS and stemming are 
widely used by the researchers for product feature extraction [61,62,63]. Following is the 
list of some other complex researched tasks in NLP, used in the field of sentiment 
analysis. 
 Word Sense Disambiguation. 
 Named Entity Recognition. 
 Part of Speech. 
 Word Segmentation. 
Speaker‟s intended meaning 
Tokenization 
Pragmatic Analysis 
Semantic Analysis 
Syntactic Analysis 
 
Lexical Analysis 
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 Anapora Resolution. 
 
2.2 Information Retrieval 
IR is an automatic retrieval of relevant information corresponding to desired information 
from collection of target information resources [64], and relies on some NLP methods 
[53].  With the development of Information Technology (IT) and Internet, IR became a 
major part of information communication [65]. The target of IR is to reduce the 
information overload by exploring methods of searching for specific facts in the target 
documents. 
 
Many universities and public libraries use automated IR system for accessing books and 
journals, to reduce information overload [66]. Web “Search engine” is the most 
observable IR application in the Internet domain.  Question and answering [67] is a 
specific subfield of IR in which user queries are processed in natural language. 
 
Different retrieval models have been proposed in the last decades. These models have 
diverse origins including algebra, logic, probability and statistics. The existing model can 
be classified into Similarity-based models, Probabilistic relevance models and 
Probabilistic inference models [68]. Vector space model (VSM) is the well-known 
Similarity-based model, which is the algebraic representation of text document [69,70]. 
VSM represents the documents and queries as two term vectors in a n-dimensional term 
space. Probabilistic relevance models use probability to estimate the relevancy of 
documents to queries [71]. There are several models used for estimating probability 
including regression model [72], Binary Independence Retrieval (BIR) model [73] and 
Binary Independence Indexing (BII) model [74].  In Probabilistic inference models 
relevancy of document to query is proved from the document.  A document is said to be 
relevant to a submitted query if and only if the query can be proved from the document 
[75]. 
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The IR methods association, Point Mutual Information (PMI), and Latent Semantic 
Analysis (LSA) have been employed for sentiment classification [8].  
 
2.3 Information Extraction 
IE is the task for automatic extraction of information in a structured way from 
unstructured text [76]. When the text contains both structured and unstructured data, IE 
integrates the two types, and presents queries covering them [77]. IR returns document 
where IE returns information. The focus of the early work in the field of IE was around 
the identification of named entity such as person‟s name, company name, and their 
relationship from natural language text [77,78].  
 
The great influence on the scope of research work in IE appeared after two competitions, 
“Message Understanding Conference” (MUC) [79] and “Automatic Content Extraction” 
(ACE) [80] program. The emergence of Internet significantly increased the scope and 
diversity of the applications related to IE, such as comparison shopping and customer‟s 
care.  
 
Diverse techniques were employed for addressing problems related to these applications. 
Early work of IE was rule-based [81,82,83] coded manually. Algorithm for automatic 
learning of rules from examples were developed [84,85,86] to avoid tediousness of 
manual coding. The hardness of rules in noisy and unstructured data were solved by 
statistical learning. To solve the sequence labeling problem, statistical generative models 
based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [87,88,89] and conditional models based on 
Maximum Entropy (ME) [90,91,92,93] were employed. Both models were followed by a 
more sophisticated model called Conditional Random Field (CRF) [94]. Various rule-
based methods [95,96,97], statistical methods [95,98,99], and hybrid models [91,92,100] 
exit. Structure extraction of the text document is valuable in a variety of applications [77]: 
 News tracking. 
 Customer care. 
 Citation database. 
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 Opinion databases. 
 Comparison shopping. 
In case of unstructured data, it may be useful to use IE to transform the data into 
structured form and then apply data mining tools. TM system, based on the integration of 
IE and traditional data mining techniques is presented in [101]. 
 
2.4 Data Mining 
Data mining is an interdisciplinary subfield of computer science. It is defined as “a 
process of nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown and potentially useful 
information from the data stored in a database” [102]. The major goal of data mining is 
information extraction from dataset in understandable and actionable form [103]. Various 
research conferences such as CIKM, DMIN, ICDM and KDD are dedicated to data 
mining. Data mining was ranked in 10 “Break Through Technologies” [104]. Data mining 
techniques such as preprocessing, data classification, data analysis, machine learning and 
data interpretation are most widely used techniques in sentiment analysis. These 
techniques enable us to explore useful, accurate and novel knowledge from social 
network data [105].  
 
2.5 Text Mining 
Text mining, which is also called Text Data Mining (TDM), Intelligent Text Analysis 
(ITA) or Knowledge Discovery in Text (KDT) deals with extracting useful, interesting 
and non-trivial information from target text [106]. The term TM first appeared in [107]. 
 
In general structured data is managed mostly by Database Management Systems 
(DBMS), and text data (unstructured) is managed by search engine due to absence of 
proper structure [108]. Search engine enables user to get query-based useful and relevant 
information. The first contribution to the field of KDT, now called TM made by 
[109,110,111]. TM attracted the researchers from KDD and data mining communities, 
and from various other fields such as NLP, automatic knowledge acquisition, IR and IE. 
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DM and TM both have the same objective of mining huge amount of data or text. The key 
differences between data mining and text mining are: 
 Data mining techniques are used to process structured data, where TM techniques 
are used to process unstructured data such as mails and reviews [106]. 
 Data mining deals with the extraction of hidden, formerly unknown and 
potentially useful information from data [112]. The aim of the TM is to find 
interesting and useful pattern not necessarily novel or previously unknown, from 
target text [113]. 
The emergence of WWW and Web 2.0 extend the scope of TM to another mining area 
called Web mining. 
 
2.6  Web Mining 
Currently Web is the largest publically accessible data source in the world. It contains 
diverse data types (text, images, audio and video) stored in structured, semi-structured 
and unstructured form [114]. The Web is dynamic, its contents change constantly with 
unmatched speed and size. It is not only a simple data storage place but a fastest growing 
communication platform. A person can communicate with any one, any time in the world 
easily. 
 
The above characteristics of Web require specific techniques for extraction of information 
from Web pages. Web mining refers to extracting and discovering useful information 
from Web data [6]. Web mining is the superset of “Web Usage Mining”, “Web Structure 
Mining” and “Web Content mining”. Figure 2.2 [115] shows Web mining taxonomy. 
Web Structure mining (WSM) refers to extracting and discovering useful information 
from links between Web pages [116].  
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Figure 2.2: Web Mining Taxonomy 
 
Web Usage mining (WUM) exploits the navigation pattern of the Web users, stored in 
Web usage logs [117]. Web Content mining (WCM) is the process of extraction and 
discovering useful information from Web contents i.e. text, images, video etc. [6,118]. 
 
2.6.1 Web Content Mining 
The early research work of searching the Web was contents-based. WCM is the extension 
of task performed by the search engine [115].  It is the discovery of various useful 
information from the Web contents, available in different data types such as text, images, 
audio and video [115]. There are two approaches used by the researchers for WCM i.e. 
Agent based approach and Database approach [118,119].  
2.6.1.1 Agent Based Approach 
Agent Based Approach (ABA) to Web is related with the development of intelligent 
system called agent, which acts autonomously  or semi- autonomously on behalf of user 
to discover useful information from Web pages. ABA can be further classified into three 
categories: 
Web Mining 
Web Structure 
Mining 
Web Content 
Mining 
Web Usage/ 
Web Log Mining 
Search Result 
Mining 
Web Page 
Content 
Mining 
Customized 
Usage Pattern 
Tracking 
General Access 
Pattern Tracking 
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(i) Intelligent Search Agent (ISA): Relevant information is searched by ISA using 
domain knowledge and user profiles. The information discovery and access 
system [120] called “Harvest” is a great influential development in Internet 
searching technology. FAQ-Finder [121,122] is a question answering system 
using natural language, uses frequently asked questions (FAQ) as a knowledge 
base. FAQ-Finder uses Wordnet as semantic knowledge base [121] for 
understanding the meaning of questions and answers.  
(ii) Information Filtering/Categorization (IFC): IFC agents retrieve, filter and 
categorize Web documents automatically using IR techniques and characteristics 
of these open hypertext Web documents [123,124,125,126]. Hypursuit [127] 
creates a cluster hierarchies of hypertext documents using semantic information 
rooted in link structures and document contents; and organize an information 
space. Bookmark organizer [125] agent, organizes a collection of Web documents 
based on conceptual information by combining hierarchical clustering techniques 
and user interaction. 
(iii) Personalized Web Agents (PWA): This type of agent obtains or learns user‟s 
interest pattern of the Web usage and discover information corresponding to these 
preferences or interest. Users with similar interest are also discovered using 
collaborative filtering. PAINT (Personalized Adaptive Internet Navigation Tool) 
[128] permits user to enforce hierarchical organization on Web sites and 
document of interest by creating categories for grouping these sites. Another agent 
type [129] highlights hyperlinks that it believes, will be of interest. It learns from 
earlier feedback. 
 
2.6.1.2 Database Approach 
This approach is a collection of standard database queries mechanism and data mining 
techniques. The aim of Database approach is to organize a Web semi-structured data into 
more structured form [130], which can be classified into multilevel databases and Web 
query systems. Multilevel database approach stores semi-structured information obtained 
from Web repositories such as hypertext document into relational or object oriented 
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databases. Web-based query approaches use structured query language (SQL), 
information about structure of Web documents and NLP for WWW search [131]. 
 
2.7 Sentiment Analysis 
Sentiment analysis also referred as opinion mining is the computational study of people‟s 
opinion, sentiments, approaches and emotions toward physical or logical entities such as 
products, events or services [14]. 
 
Information and communication technology (ICT) have made radical changes to various 
fields such as business, commerce, economy and banking [132]. SA touches almost every 
possible domain from business community, consumers, tourists, healthcare, general 
public to politicians and government [14,133,134].  
 
Model for the prediction of sale performance was proposed by [14]. Products and 
organizations were classified based on people reviews in [135]. Link between public 
opinion polls and Twitter sentiment was identified by [136]. Difference between male and 
female emotions, were studied in [137] using sentiments in mails. 
 
In recent times SA is one of the most popular research problem among researchers due to 
its commercial value [8,14,138] and spread from computer science to management 
sciences [14].  
 
The Web 2.0 has dramatically changed people‟s communication style. It is a great move 
toward more community oriented, highly collaborative, interactive and responsive Web 
[139]. Today we are not only using the Internet but we are part of this global network. 
Revolution of the social networking is the direct significant impact of Web 2.0. Social 
media sites became a world largest virtual community, where people express their views 
about products, events and services, anytime from anywhere. These views have great 
impact on community thinking and decisions [42].  
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Sentiment mining of products and movie is considered as a start of SA [23,24]. Phrases 
Sentiment orientation using point mutual information (PMI) was estimated by P.D. 
Turney [23]. One of the very first that performed SA on online movie reviews was based 
on ML techniques such as “Support Vector Machine” (SVM), “Maximum Entropy” and 
“Naïve Bayesian”. Various n-gram features were used for binary sentiment classification 
[23]. Lately the research of SA extended to other domains such as blogs and news 
[25,26].  
 
The Web has a dynamic nature, its contents change constantly with un-matched speed and 
size. It is not just a storage for contents, but a world largest communication platform, 
where people share their views about products, events and services [20]. SA is equally 
important for both businesses and consumers. Businesses need to know about the 
acceptance level of their products or services and consumers need to know opinions of 
others about specific product or service [140].  Most organizations use blogs as marketing 
channel [141] and became a sub-field of information management [142]. 
 
The early work of SA, begin with the identification of subjective sentences. The work 
was based on theory of narrative sentences [143], which classifies sentences into 
objective or subjective. 
 
Algorithm for identification of subjective characters in a series of events is presented in 
[144]. The algorithm recognizes subjective sentences and subjective characters in third-
person.  If the subjective character is not identified in the current sentence, then algorithm 
tries, whether it can be identified from the previous context. 
 
Direction-based text interpretation model is presented in [145]. Their model interprets an 
isolated portion of text (sentence) within domain independent metaphoric model. To 
determine the correct direction of the sentences for distinguishing these sentences a 
semantic interpretation is used with partial understanding.   
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Tracking the psychological point of view is addressed in [146] by exploring regularities 
in the author‟s point of view. These regularities are used by the model to track the point 
of view. 
 
Probabilistic classifier for discourse segmentation is presented in [147], which classifies 
source text into different chunks of subjective sentences that belong to same and most 
probable agent.  
 
The case study based on semantic task to learn useful knowledge from subjectivity 
tagging; was presented in [148]. The model clusters the words according to distribution 
similarity for identifying the subjectivity evidence. The available results are further 
enhanced with lexical semantic features of adjective such as polarity and gradability. 
 
Merging of NLP and Fuzzy logic techniques for analysis of free text for affect content; 
was presented in [149]. The goal of this fusion is speed and visualization of affect content 
for decision making. Different experiments were performed using news content and 
movie reviews. Their results show a good correspondence with human judgments of 
affect content. 
 
It is very important for a successful marketing and customer relationship to know your 
own and competitors, products or service acceptance level. But collecting reputation data 
manually is costly and time consuming. A framework for “Mining Product Reputation” 
was presented in [150]. The system collects the data from Web, and obtain the reputation, 
using opinion extraction and TM techniques. It uses syntactic and linguistic rules to 
determine the opinionated statement and whether such opinion is positive or negative. 
 
Sentiments or opinions are one of the useful type of information among countless online 
information. NLP-based system called “Sentiment Analyzer” is presented in [151]. The 
system extracts opinion about subjects such as products and topic from online text 
documents. For text analysis the system uses two linguistic resources i.e. sentiment 
lexicon and sentiment pattern database, which contains different sentiment patterns for 
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clauses. Three basic tasks are performed by the sentiment analyzer: (i) Extraction of 
feature term related to topic (ii) Sentiment extraction (iii) (Subject, sentiment) 
association.  
 
Graph-based algorithm called Graph-theoretic is presented in [152]. The aim of their 
approach is to classify the authors into two classes i.e. in favour of topic and against of 
topic. There exists a quotation link between two persons if one person quote some thing 
from the early post of other person. Newsgroups which are ample source of publically 
accessible discourse on any imaginable topic were used in the study.  
  
The problem of identifying opinion holders at expression level for Question Answering 
(QA) in opinion text is addressed in [153]. Maximum Entropy with the ranking model 
was used to find the opinion holder. System selects the most probable candidate that 
maximizes the conditional probability distribution. Their proposed system is unable to 
identify opinion holder when opinion and opinion holder belong to different sentences.  
 
The importance of neutral examples in identifying polarity (positive or negative) is 
studied in [154]. Experiments were performed on different corpora and conclude that 
distinction between positive and negative cases can be simplified in the learning phase by 
use of neutral training examples. 
 
Casual communication between consumers about products or services is called Word-Of-
Mouth (WOM). How WOM affects revenue of box office is presented in [155]. Different 
hypotheses were tested, for example WOM has substantial explanatory power for box 
office revenue in the subsequent period of time with significantly positive effect of WOM 
volume and insignificant WOM valence. 
 
Recognizing the strength of moods within the blogsphere during given period of time is 
proposed in [156]. Their mood tracking process is consists of two phases: (i) 
Identification of textual properties that can be used for mood estimation. (ii) Learning 
model for prediction of strength of moods. They used public blog posts collected from 
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LiveJournal and showed that there is strong correlation between their system results and 
actual moods reported by the bloggers. Casual and persistent behaviors play import role 
in identifying moods, which is not addressed in the study.   
 
Unsupervised method for constructing lexicon for identifying polar clauses was proposed 
in [157]. The qualification for lexicon entries is syntactic structure that specify the 
polarity of clauses, such entries are called polar atoms. Context coherency was used for 
identification of candidates for polar atoms. They achieved 94% precision on average for 
polarity assignment with automatically acquired lexicon. 
 
The system for automatic extractions of pros and cons from online reviews is presented in 
[158]. The aim of proposed system was to align the pros and cons with their respective 
text in the online reviews. Their model was based on Maximum Entropy model and 
showed 66% precision and 70% recall in identification of pros and cons. 
 
The exponential growth of “Blogging Phenomenon” is acknowledged globally due to its 
significant role in the marketplace. Automatic classification of blogs sentiment using 
linguistic features such as verbs and adjectives is presented in [25]. SVM was used to 
classify the blogs sentiment and achieved 90.9% accuracy. 
 
Numerical-valence based analysis system for sentiment of textual data called “SenseNet” 
is presented in [159]. The list of scored verbs, adjectives, adverbs, concepts and named-
entities is maintained by SenseNet. These lists are used with rules to calculate the 
sentiment valence for each sentence. 
 
The number of blogs are rapidly increasing almost in every possible domain, which 
results potential applications for opinion detection. System for opinion mining in growing 
domain of legal blogs was proposed in [160]. Performance of language model and Naïve 
Bayes classifier (NBC) in legal blogs for opinion mining were also compared and 
conclude that NBC with language model outperforms the language model alone. 
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An approach for opinion mining called “Holistic Lexicon-Based Approach" is presented 
in [161], which exploits linguistic rules of natural language expressions in addition to 
external indication. The above approach permits the system to handle context or domain 
dependent opinion words. Special words or phrases which have impact on opinions are 
also handled by the proposed approach. 
 
The opinion spam in reviews is proposed in [162]. Their system detects three types of 
opinion spams: (i) Duplicate reviews. (ii) Biased reviews i.e. reviews on brands only not 
discussing specific product.  (iii) No-reviews (having no opinion) such as advertisement 
or irrelevant reviews. 
 
A method for automatic sentiment classification of messages on Twitter is proposed in 
[163]. Their approach aims to classify tweets into positive or negative classes using 
distant learning methods. Tweets ending with positive emoticons were classified as 
positive, and tweets ending with negative emoticons were classified as negative.  They 
used machine learning algorithms (NB, ME and SVM) and achieved 80% accuracy. The 
features were extracted with POS but no improvement was shown, similarly complete 
spelling correction and slangs analysis have not performed. 
  
Sentiment classification of online reviews related to tourism using Supervised machine 
learning approach is presented in [164]. Their empirical results show that SVM and N-
gram approaches have outperformed the NB approach. 
 
Phrase-level sentiment classification using partially supervised approach is presented in 
[165]. HMM and CRF were used in the experiments and conclude that system can learn 
without annotated corpus. 
 
Zhao [166] presented a sentiment classification system based on two sentence features i.e. 
intra-document evidence and inter-document evidence. Graph-based propagation model 
was used to incorporate these sentence features and conclude that combining inside and 
outside feature of sentence perform better than using inside features alone. 
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The system generating shareable learning resources using feedback tags and sentiment 
analysis was demonstrated by [167]. Sentiment classification of Japanese and English 
subjective sentences using CRF with hidden variables is presented in [168]. These 
sentences were modeled using dependency tree. Phrase was taken as a basic unit for the 
system instead of word. Experiments were performed on four different corpora, Tree-
CRF showed best accuracy for all four Japanese and English corpora. 
 
Effectiveness of “Ensemble of feature sets and classification algorithms for sentiment 
classification” was studied in [169]. Wide range of experiments were performed on multi-
domain datasets using three well-known supervised machine learning algorithms for text 
classification such as NB, ME and SVM. Two different feature sets (POS and Word-
relation) were used for classification. Three ensemble methods with three different 
ensemble strategies were applied. Their experiment results show that ensemble technique 
is an effective way for better classification. 
 
Sentiment classification of a given text at article level using supervised Latent n-gram 
analyzer is presented in [170]. They pointed that conditional classifiers give better 
performance if combined with n-gram as features. Because unigram or bigram may be fail 
to deal with “not good” and “not very good” respectively. Latent Semantic Index (LSI) 
was used for capturing semantic similarity between pair of words. The above model can 
be applied for classification applications other than sentiment classification. 
 
Method for sentiment classification of tweets based on both formal and informal 
vocabulary in conjunction with emotion based vocabulary is demonstrated in [171]. The 
above method decomposes the tweet into morpheme and constructs feature vector for 
each morpheme using sentiment-based domain. Then classify the extracted feature into 
positive, negative or neutral by SVM. 
 
Microblogs contain short acronyms and irregular vocabulary which result data sparsity 
problem for classifiers. Model to reduce the data sparsity for Twitter sentiment analysis is 
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introduced in [172]. Semantic features and semantic-topic features were proposed to 
control the problem of data sparsity. Their experimental results show that both methods 
outperform the baseline NB trained from unigram features alone, and semantic-topic 
gives better performance than semantic feature. 
 
System of “Subjectivity and sentiment analysis for Arabic social media” is presented in 
[173]. The aim of their research was handling of “morphological richness” and dialects in 
the context of Arabic subjectivity and sentiment analysis using of standard features; their 
importance was also investigated. 
 
The existing lexicons for sentiment classification do not accommodate the sentiment 
words used in the restaurant reviews. As a result these reviews cannot be classified 
efficiently. Solution to address the above problem is addressed in [174]. They proposed a 
new lexicon called “Senti-Lexicon” associated with restaurant and improved NB 
algorithms. A wide range of comparative experiments were performed by them to show 
the performance improvement of improved algorithm with “Senti-lexicon”. Improved 
method showed an improvement of 10.2% in recall and 26.6% in precision when 
compared with SVM. Similarly an improvement of 5.6% in recall and 1.9% in precision 
when compared with original NB. 
 
Most of the work on opinion mining has been performed on blogs and products reviews, 
where people express their views liberally. But in newspaper journalists mostly avoid to 
use positive or negative vocabulary freely. News articles usually cover multiple domains 
with complex structure. The above problems were addressed in [175]. Various 
experiments were performed on automatically extracted quotations from news text due to 
its more subjectivity. They proposed to identify source and target of sentiment; separation 
of good and bad news content from the good and bad sentiment; and annotation of 
opinions expressed explicitly. 
 
The approach for preprocessing, and classification of stream of tweets into positive, 
negative and irrelevant is presented in [280].  In the first phase incoming data was 
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classified into three disjoint categories i.e. neutral, polar and irrelevant (non-English). The 
resultant data is further divided into positive and negative classes. They used three well 
known algorithms (NB, SVM and Random Forest) for building trained data model. Most 
of the preprocessing issues were handled by them but their system lacks complete 
spelling correction, slangs handling and context dependency.   
 
Automatic sentiment classifier for microblogs is presented in [176]. They proposed three 
approaches for sentiment classification: an emoticon-based approach, word-based 
approach and hybrid approach. Their system achieved 90% accuracy with emoticon-
based approach and word-based approach; and 92% with hybrid approach. The proposed 
system lacks spelling corrector and slang analysis which may affect sentiment 
classification accuracy [177,267]. 
 
Balamurali A.R. et al. [178] proposed a semantic space for supervised document-level 
sentiment classification based on Wordnet senses. Their objective was to address two 
basic questions: (i) “Are Wordnet senses better features as compared to words?” (ii) 
“Can sentiment classifier be made robust with respect to features unseen in the training 
corpus using similarity metrics defined for concepts in Wordnet?”. Two approaches were 
used by them to annotate the words in the corpus with their senses. Manual sense 
annotation is performed by two human annotators and for automatic annotation “iterative 
WSD” algorithm was used. They achieved maximum accuracy of 90.20%. Syntactical 
structure of the sentences in the reviews was not considered. 
 
Classifying tweets programmatically using different sentiment lexicons and scoring 
schemes is proposed in [290]. Experiments were performed on tweets of users over six 
hockey teams, and effect of lexicons were demonstrated. The main shortcomings in their 
work are: (i) Tweets were classified using simple approach based on difference between 
sum of score of positive and negative words in the tweet. (ii) No spelling correction and 
slangs analysis were performed. (iii) No context-dependency and lexicon expansion. 
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Hybrid approach for determining semantic orientation of microblogs based on corpus and 
dictionary is presented in [179]. NLP and ML techniques were also combined with 
proposed method. Semantic orientation of adjectives were computed using corpus-based 
approach and dictionary-based approach was used to find SO of verbs and adverbs. They 
used the seed lists of positive and negative, of verbs & adverbs. Complete context-
dependent spelling correction and slang analysis were not performed by them.      
 
Political sentiment analysis is one of the rising research area, in mining online reviews 
and blogs to predict election results. Sentiment analysis of political tweets is proposed in 
[180]. They used dataset consists of tweets related to Irish General Election 2011. Their 
work was based on supervised learning and subjectivity-lexicon based scores, and 
achieved the accuracy of 61.6%. They omitted the tweets identified as sarcastic, negations 
were handled but no intensifier analysis is present in their work.     
 
The system which extracts sentiment relations between tweets is proposed in [181]. Their 
work was based on Contagion theory; which states that sentiment text is not independent 
and nor identically distributed but emotion can be shared among individuals implicitly or 
explicitly. The above system works in the following ways: 
(i) Extraction of sentiment relations between tweets using social theory.  
(ii) Modeling the relations using graph Laplacian. 
Experimental results showed that identification of social relations are supportive for 
sentiment classification of microblogging messages. 
 
The Ontology-based system for sentiment analysis using microblogs data is proposed in 
[182]. The approach determines the subject discussed in the tweets and decompose each 
tweet into a set of feature relevant to the subject, which is the plus point of Ontology-
based approach. In contrast various other machine learning-based approaches treat each 
tweet as a single uniform statement and score it as a whole. Ontology-based method 
assigns score to each feature instead of to the whole tweet. 
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Previous research in sentiment analysis has mostly emphasized on the analysis of opinion 
in text stated explicitly. However many opinions in the text exist implicitly via opinion 
implicature. A graph-based model for identification of implicit opinions using implicature 
rules is presented in [183]. The model outperforms the model designed for explicit 
opinions. 
 
The association between people‟s value and word use in social media is investigated in 
[184]. Two basic research questions were addressed in this work: 
(i) “Is there any logical link between people’s value and word use in social media.” 
(ii) “To what degree people’s value can be predicted based on word use in social 
media.” 
They discovered that word use in social media is a good predictor for people‟s value. 
 
Sarcasm is one of the most common phenomenon used in user-generated contents such as 
reviews, blogs and discussion forums. Detection of sarcasm and its impact on sentiment 
analysis is presented in [185]. The system identifies sarcasm contained in hashtags. They 
achieved 91% precision in sarcasm detection using Twitter data. 
 
2.7.1 Classification of Sentiment Analysis Tasks and Feature Identification 
Sentiment analysis tasks can be classified on the basis of their using levels i.e. document- 
level [23,44], sentence-level [140,186], phrase-level and word (feature) level [151]. 
Mostly supervised or unsupervised machine learning techniques are used for sentiment 
classification. Feature extraction simplifies the analysis process by describing the large 
dataset. Statistical and linguistic rules are used to extract the features from source text 
[187].  
 
2.7.1.1 Document-Level Sentiment Analysis 
The aim of sentiment analysis at document-level is to classify the textual reviews as a 
positive or negative given on single topic. Supervised machine learning approach is 
mostly used for document-level sentiment analysis [24].  
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Sentiment analysis using movie reviews dataset was performed by [24]. Their work was 
at document-level and supervised machine learning algorithms such as SVM, NB and ME 
were used. The method was tested with various features unigram, bigram, POS and 
adjective. They found that ML techniques perform better than human conducted 
classification. 
 
A system which classifies sentences into subjective and objective; and then applying 
sentiment classification on the subjective text, discarding objective is proposed in [188]. 
They applied standard ML classifiers for sentiment classification. 
 
Language independent approach for sentiment classification of natural language text is 
presented in [189]. Weights were assigned to attributes, single word or word bigram 
based on their position in the text and their probability of being subjective. Their results 
show an accuracy of 89.85% on movie reviews dataset. 
 
Method for sentiment classification based on appraisal theory is presented in [190]. Their 
proposed system builds a lexicon of appraising adjectives and their modifiers by 
extracting and analyzing appraisal groups in the text. Movie reviews data was classified 
using features based and achieved accuracy of 90.2%. 
 
A framework for sentiment classification based on supervised ML is presented in [191], 
which learns from annotated examples with additional knowledge for classifier, that 
which review is positive or negative. Their results show that providing evidence support 
is more rewarding in some situations than annotating more examples. 
 
ML and SO approaches both are widely used by the researchers for sentiment 
classification. Combining of both approaches called “Lexicon Enhanced Method” to 
improve the performance of sentiment classification is presented in [192]. Semantic 
orientation of words were used as an additional dimension of features referred as 
“sentiment features”. 
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A system which detects sentiment and topic in text called “Joint Sentiment-topic” (JST) is 
proposed in [193]. JST achieved state-of-the-art performance of 95% on the movie 
reviews data. Sentiment analysis of customer reviews using two supervised machine 
learning techniques algorithms ( Dynamic language model and NB classifier) on balanced 
and unbalanced datasets is presented in [194]. They showed that both algorithms perform 
better on unbalanced dataset than balanced one.    
 
Sentiment classification approach in the blogsphere based on neural network is proposed 
in [8]. The approach uses four different SO indexes as inputs (neurons) for neural 
network. Based on their empirical results the system showed superiority in both sentiment 
classification and training time. Effectiveness of “Ensemble of feature sets and 
classification algorithms for sentiment classification” were studied in [169]. 
 
Empirical comparison of SVM versus Artificial neural network (ANN) at document-level 
classification is presented in [195]. Following results were observed. 
(i) ANN outperformed SVM specially in case of imbalanced data. 
(ii) In the context of balanced data SVM outperformed ANN in 2 tests out of 13. 
(iii) ANN is more sensitive to noisy terms than SVM. 
 
Machine learning-based contextual sentiment analysis without trained annotators is 
presented in [196]. The study was conducted on blogs data of entrepreneurship. Their 
results validate the hypothesis that classifier can give better performance from data 
provided by untrained annotators. 
 
2.7.1.2 Sentence-Level Sentiment Analysis 
Document is parsed into sentences before sentiment analysis at sentence-level. Each 
sentence is classified as a subjective or objective. The SO of the each sentence is 
determined by extracting opinion bearing terms from the sentence.  
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Sentiment of individual phrases in the presence of conjuncts to determine the sentiment of 
overall sentence is presented in [197]. They used word dependencies and dependency tree 
to investigate the structure of the sentences. Their empirical results showed that 
conjunction analysis improves the sentiment classification by more than 25%. 
 
CRF-based sentence sentiment classification is presented in [198]. The proposed method 
uses two special characteristics of “Contextual dependency” and “Label redundancy” in 
sentence sentiment classification. Sentence sentiment classification has special 
characteristics for example one sentence depends on other or sentiment of sentence may 
vary in different contexts. Similarly there exists redundancy among the sentiment classes 
referred as “Label redundancy”. Their results showed that the proposed system 
outperforms the methods such as NB, SVM, ME and standard CRF. 
 
Rule-based domain independent sentiment analysis at sentence-level is presented in 
[199]. This system uses SentiWordNet to calculate SO of sentences of online reviews and 
blogs. Machine learning-based approach for sentiment analysis of Arabic tweets is 
presented in [200]. Two ML methods (NB and SVM) were applied. Based on their 
empirical evidence SVM outperforms NB. 
 
Detection of subjectivity at sentence level using Neuro-Fuzzy model is presented in 
[201]. Two popular ML approaches “Fuzzy Control System” (FCS) and “Adaptive 
Neuro-Fuzzy Interface System” (ANFIS) were used in the proposed system. They also 
presented a weighting scheme called “Pruned ICF Weighting Coefficient” for 
improvement of subjectivity detection process. Their feature extraction algorithm is based 
on statistical occurrences of words. 
 
In many situations it is very hard to analyze the sentence sentiment due to the presence of 
modality, which has special characteristics to be analyzed. The method based on 
linguistic analysis of modality is presented in [202]. The system identifies features for 
SVM training. Different experiments were performed, and sentences with modality were 
extracted from the reviews of four products. 
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2.7.1.3 Word and Phrase Level Sentiment Analysis 
Considerable amount of the early research in sentiment analysis, emphasized on adjective 
or adjective phrases to identify the subjective contents in the document [203]. Adverb was 
also used for identification of subjective contents [204], similarly adjective and adverb 
were used as an indicator of subjective contents [186]. Later researchers have include 
adjective phrases [190]; two-word phrases [23]; adjective, verb and adverb [205]; use of 
verb only [206]. The use of non-affective adjectives and adverbs were presented in [207]. 
The SO of the whole document is the collective effect of the scored adjectives or other 
relevant words. 
 
Lexical items other than adjectives such as nouns, verbs and adverbs can carry semantic 
polarity information [208]. One polarity problem arises when using noun and verbs i.e. 
having both neutral and non-neutral meaning. 
 
A method which distinguishes prior polarity from the contextual polarity for phrase-level 
sentiment analysis is presented in [209]. The method aims to know which feature is 
important in the current context. Multi-Perspective Question Answering (MPQA) corpus 
was used in the proposed work and significant improvements in accuracy were achieved 
by the combination of different features. 
 
Most of the existing research in sentiment analysis focuses on sentences and phrases 
without consideration of their grammatical connection. This problem is addressed in 
[210], they proposed supervised techniques to learn opinion-target relations from 
dependency graph, which describes the syntactic structure and semantic composition of 
the phrases. 
 
Generally traditional methods of opinion mining are not fine-grained and with limited 
understanding of natural language. A system for extracting aspect words and sentiment 
words of products and services is presented in [211]. Their proposed system is based on 
unsupervised dependency analysis to extract Appraisal expressing pattern (AEP) from 
reviews. AEP is a domain independent and condensed representation of the syntactic 
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relationship between aspect and sentiment words. They performed experiments on 
restaurants, hotels, MP3 players and camera reviews; and showed that model performs 
better than existing approaches for identifying aspect and sentiment words. 
 
2.7.2 Automatic Extraction of Sentiment and Features Identification 
There are two main approaches for sentiment extraction i.e. supervised and unsupervised 
ML learning approaches.  
 
2.7.2.1 Supervised Machine Learning Approach 
Supervised machine learning approach also called Corpus-based approach (CBA), is one 
of the most widely used approach among the researchers to explore the written and 
spoken text. It has several advantages, for example exploring word usage, frequency, 
collocation and concordance [212,213]. The CBA requires an annotated corpus for 
classifier training and test [24]. 
 
SVM, NB and ME are some popular supervised machine learning techniques applied to 
manually annotated dataset for sentiment classification [24]. Classification based on 
supervised methods have gained high accuracy in polarity detection. However this 
approach is domain specific and requires very large annotated corpus [208,214], which is 
time consuming and tedious task [215].  
 
Happiness is a mental or emotional state of individual or group with positive experience 
[216]. A system to find happiness line in the corpus of blogs is presented in [217]. Blogs 
were collected from the LiveJournal annotated with “happy” and “sad” moods. The 
corpus is further analyzed to derive lists of “happy” and “sad” words; and phrases 
annotated with “happiness factor”. Their corpus-based results show that happy time is 
“3am and 9-10pm” and Wednesdays are sadest. 
 
ML approaches to sentiment analysis using corpus are presented in [218]. The corpus was 
constructed by extracting data from social network website Netlog. Corpus was annotated 
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on different levels “positive”, “negative”, “both”, “neutral” and “n/a” (not applicable). 
Language performance is divided into two areas: performance (“standard” versus 
“dialect”) and chat (“chat” versus “non-chat”). Three supervised classifiers (NB, ME and 
Decision Tree) were applied and achieved 77.6% accuracy for performance classification 
and 84.2% for chat classification  
 
The method for sentiment analysis using Arabic tweets is presented in [214]. Their 
method is based on both approaches corpus-based and lexicon-based. The dataset of 2000 
tweets (1000 positive and 1000 negative) were used for analysis. Primary objective of 
their work was to compare the accuracy of corpus-based and lexicon-based approaches. 
Different experiments were performed using both approaches. Their empirical results 
show that SVM from supervised learning (corpus-based) approach outperforms all other 
methods by achieving 87.2% accuracy. 
 
2.7.2.2 Unsupervised Machine Learning Approach 
This approach also called lexicon-based approach (LBA) calculates SO of the documents 
from SO of words or phrases in the document [23]. Wide-ranging lexicon is indispensable 
for sentiment analysis. LBA extracts sentiment words from the text and does not require 
prior training [23,219]. A general sentiment lexicon is a dictionary of terms and scores 
associated with each term that can be used for sentiment analysis in any domain. 
Traditionally sentiment scores have value between -1 and +1 inclusive, however most 
lexicons use binary scores. It is most difficult task to create a universal sentiment lexicon. 
 
Dictionary for lexicon-based approach can be created in two ways, manual [208] and 
automatic (based on seed words) [23,203]. Adjectives with their semantic scores were 
used as indicator of semantic orientation in many research studies [208]. 
 
Lexicon for processing molecular biological text is presented in [220]. The lexicon was 
constructed from Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) SPECIALIST and UMLS 
metathesaurus [221]. In the first step they explored overlaps in the UMLS metathesaurus 
and UMLS SPECIALIST for establishing baseline, followed by the investigation of its 
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relevancy for a corpus in the molecular biology domain. They found that 77% tokens in 
the domain corpus match tokens in the derived lexicon. 
 
Unsupervised method for acquiring domain-dependent sentiment word automatically is 
presented in [157]. A method to expand the domain sentiment lexicon is presented in 
[222], which is based on approach called “Double Propagation”. The system explores the 
relationship between entity and sentiment words; and also between sentiment words and 
entity features to extract the new sentiment words. 
  
The sentiment lexicons unified approach based on Graphics Processing Units (GPU) to 
increase its coverage is presented in [223]. The GPU approach uses Pearsons correlation 
coefficient to calculate the unified strength of polarity of each entry in the lexicon. The 
values 1, 0 or -1 mean perfect correlation, no correlation or negative (inverse) correlation 
between the lexical entries respectively. For constructing unified sentiment lexicon, 
different existing lexicons including SentiWordNet and MPQA were used. There were 
two basic objectives of their research work, first to align and expand lexicons available on 
Web, second to transform unified sentiment lexicon into generative lexicon based on the 
core ontology. 
 
Sentiment orientation analysis model based on ontology learning model and domain 
sentiment lexicon is proposed in [224]. The aim of their research was to improve the 
detection of sentiment words and efficiency of sentiment analysis. Experiments were 
performed by them on two corpora, the hotel domain and the cloth domain. 
 
Lexicon-based methods for sentiment analysis are robust, give good performance in 
cross-domain, and can be boosted easily with additional source of knowledge [225]. LBA 
also performed well on blog posting, video game reviews and language other than English 
[226,227,228]. Another area where this approach is preferable classifier is handling of 
contextual valence shifters [208].  
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2.7.3 Internet Slangs 
Sentiment score of a document using slang words is presented in [229]. Their approach is 
based on “Delta Term Frequency” and “Weighted Inverse Document Frequency”.  Some 
researchers [256] have developed an opinion lexicons with sentiment score for each word 
including slang words. But it covers a small portion of slang words. Slang words are also 
frequently used in community-based question answering (cQA) and a rich source for 
sentiment analysis [266]. To the best of our knowledge a very little work exists in 
analyzing Internet slangs. Detection and scoring of Internet slangs for sentiment analysis 
is the major component of the proposed framework. 
 
2.7.4 Spelling Corrector 
The task of spelling correction has a long and interesting history; more than three decades 
passed on research of detection and correction of spelling errors [230,231]. Looking up 
every word in a dictionary for detecting errors is the most popular method; any word not 
present in the dictionary is taken as error [232].  Risen et al. [233] used dictionary 
indirectly by generating table of trigrams of all dictionary words. Using this table the 
spelling checker divides the target text into trigrams and searches them in the table; if any 
trigram is not found, the word is taken as misspelled. This technique has limitation due to 
the low proportion of any impossible (not present in the table) trigrams. The method 
proposed in [234] does not use a dictionary at all, rather it divides the text into trigrams, 
and calculate index of peculiarity for each word based on trigrams. The advantage of this 
method is its Language-independency and spotting typing errors but it would fail to 
identify a high proportion of ordinary spelling errors. 
 
The majority of spelling checkers are dictionary based. To save the storage space the 
method presented by [235] stores only the stems of words. The system can accept new 
words that are acceptable in the text but at the same time it can accept some words that 
does not exist. The spelling checker can cause two types of errors: identifying a word as 
incorrect when in fact it is correct for example all proper nouns and identifying incorrect 
word as correct. The use of larger dictionaries can be used to reduce the false positive rate 
but no real solution exists for handling proper noun. Many spelling checkers enhance the 
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dictionary with additional words to minimize the Type 1 error [232]. Problems become 
more complicated when the misspelled word matches the dictionary word, as in “Their 
are two books”. Such type of problems exist mostly with larger dictionaries due presence 
of large number of obscure words. Small dictionary also raises too many false alarms.  
 
When an uncommon word appears in a text it has much more possibility to be a correct 
spelling of a rare word than a misspelling of other word [236]. Sixteen percent of typing 
errors produce another dictionary word for instance mistype of word “bed” can produce 
“bad”, “bud”, “bod” and so on [237].  When spelling errors as well as typing errors are 
handled at the same time the problem becomes much more alarming.  
 
There are two aspects of the spelling checker and corrector; producing correct spelling 
and deciding which word was intended. People face trouble in correcting the spelling but 
feel easy to select the suitable word in most of the cases. For example someone writes 
“sychology” and checker shows error flag. If the user does not know how to spell 
“psychology” he will stuck, but in the sentence “I went water”, the human can easily 
know which word was intended “want” or “went”. In contrast it is very easy for computer 
to retrieve a correct spelling from dictionary but very hard to decide about the intended 
word [232]. A wide reviews of the literature about spellchecker are given in 
[230,231,238,239]. In the following lines we present some recent research literature 
reviews of spellchecker. 
 
Comparison of spelling corrector for mobile instant messages for N-Gram similarities is 
presented in [240]. Four similarity measures (Jaccard, Cosine, Sorensen and Overlap) 
were investigated and evaluated using historical data of mathematical terms. They 
achieved 83-90% accuracy on different similarity measures. Spelling corrector for Web 
sentiment analysis that handles cross-word errors was presented by [266]. Two datasets of 
tweets named “barack Obama” and “microsoft” were used in their work and achieved 
maximum accuracy of 91.26%. M. Kim et al. [269] presents “Statistical Context-
Sensitive Spelling Correction” using confusion sets. Confusion sets help in finding and 
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correcting context-sensitive spelling errors using conditional probability based reliability 
between each word.  
 
The methods mentioned above have several limitations. These methods lack of 
comprehensive preprocessing techniques, which is the most important and time 
consuming task. Preprocessing becomes more complex in analyzing microblogs data. 
Sophisticated techniques for preprocessing including Internet slangs and misspelled word 
detection were proposed and implemented in this work. Most of the previous methods for 
sentiment analysis use basic spelling corrector, the proposed framework presents a 
Context-aware spelling corrector based on Statistical Language Model.  
 
The literature survey shows that there exist two major approaches for automatic 
extraction of sentiments from source document i.e. lexicon-based approach and statistical 
or machine-learning approach [208]. The proposed work follows lexicon-based approach 
for sentiment analysis. These methods are robust, give good performance in cross-
domain, and can be boosted easily with additional source of knowledge [225]. LBA also 
performed well on blog posting, video game reviews and language other than English 
[226,227,228]. Another area where this approach is preferable classifier is handling of 
contextual valence shifters [208].  
 
Irrespective of these merits no single lexicon can perform in an optimal way all the time. 
The proposed method uses a dynamic, updateable and comprehensive lexicon based on 
existing opinion lexicons, dictionaries and other machine-readable resources to classify 
the user-generated contents into positive, negative and neutral polarity. Besides dealing 
with intensifiers, word sense disambiguation, slangs detection and scoring, context-
sensitive analysis and implicit sentiments are the main challenging issues to be addressed. 
 
2.8 Summary 
This chapter presents the comprehensive literature review of sentiment analysis and 
related fields. Sentiment analysis is a compelling issue for researchers due to its 
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importance in academia and industry. The early work of sentiment analysis has roots in 
the research “Narration  and  Representation  in  the  Language  of  Fiction”  which 
provides foundation for identification of subjective sentences. There are two major 
approaches used by the researchers to extract sentiment from text automatically i.e. 
lexicon-based and text classification approach. In the first case documents SO is 
calculated from the SO of the words or phrases. In the second case classifiers are built 
from annotated instances of text or sentences, also termed as a statistical or machine 
learning approach. Supervised machine learning methods based classifiers have gained 
high accuracy in detection of text polarity, but performance of machine learning is 
domain dependent. On the other hand lexicon-based approach works well in cross-domain 
and can be enhanced easily with source of additional knowledge for sentiment 
classification. Lexicon-based approach also performs well in handling contextual valence 
shifter, blog posting and video game review. The proposed work follows lexicon-based 
approach for sentiment analysis using a dynamic, updateable and comprehensive lexicon 
based on existing opinion lexicons, dictionaries and other machine-readable resources to 
classify the user-generated contents with respect to their semantic orientation. The 
proposed framework also presents methods for Detection and Scoring of Internet Slangs 
and Context-aware spelling corrector based on Statistical Language Model. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Lexicons and Machine-Readable Dictionary Resources 
This chapter describes the lexical and dictionary resources used for sentiment analysis as 
knowledge base. 
3.1 Lexical Resources 
There are two main approaches for sentiment extraction i.e. LBA and ML approach. LBA 
has various advantages over ML approach. It is domain independent approach with robust 
performance. Wide-ranging lexicon is indispensable for sentiment analysis. LBA extracts 
sentiment words from the text and does not require prior training [18,23,219]. Another 
area where this approach is preferable classifier is handling of contextual valence shifters 
[208]. Lexicons play a vital role in research of sentiment analysis [241]. The remaining 
sections introduce different lexicons, dictionaries and other machine-readable resources. 
 
3.1.1 WordNet 
The WordNet [242], is a lexical repository for English language. It is comprised of 
155,287 words; 117,659 synsets, also called synonyms and 206,941 pairs of word-sense. 
WordNet was developed at “Princeton University” under the supervision of Prof. “George 
Miller”. WordNet differentiates between verbs, adverbs, adjective and nouns due to their 
different grammatical rules, and does not include prepositions and determiners. Synsets 
are further explained with short definition called glosses. Most synonyms are connected 
with each other via semantic relation. There are four common types of POS used in 
WordNet as shown in the table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1: Part of Speech Used By WordNet 
POS Tag 
Noun n 
Adjective a 
Adverb r 
Verb v 
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Table 3.2 shows the sample words and synsets information of WordNet. 
 
Table 3.2: WordNet Information for Sample Words 
Word POS Synonyms Synonyms List 
Play n,v 45 'play', 'drama', 'dramatic_play', 'maneuver', 
'manoeuvre', 'bid',………….. 'roleplay', 'playact' 
Car N 11 'car', 'auto', 'automobile', 'machine', 'motorcar', 
…… 'elevator_car', 'cable_car' 
Battery N 8 'battery', 'electric_battery', 'stamp_battery', 
'barrage', 'barrage_fire', 'bombardment', 'shelling', 
'assault_and_battery' 
Road N 2 'road', 'route' 
Organism N 2 'organism', 'being' 
Cat n,v 38 'cat', 'true_cat', 'guy', 'hombre', 'bozo', 'kat', 'khat', 
…… 'honk', 'regurgitate', 'throw_up' 
Love n,v 36 'love', 'passion', 'beloved', 'dear', 'dearest', ….. 
'know', 'do_it' 
   
Glosses of some selected word and senses are shown in table 3.3. 
 
Table 3.3: WordNet Sample Glosses 
Word Gloss 
Play “play.n.01 a dramatic work intended for performance by actors on a 
stage” 
“play.v.11 engage in recreational activities rather than work; occupy 
oneself in a diversion” 
Car “car.n.01 a motor vehicle with four wheels; usually propelled by an 
internal combustion engine” 
“cable_car.n.01 a conveyance for passengers or freight on a cable 
railway” 
Battery “battery.n.01 group of guns or missile launchers operated together at 
one place” 
“battery.n.04 a unit composed of the pitcher and catcher” 
Love “love.n.01 a strong positive emotion of regard and affection” 
“love.n.05 a score of zero in tennis or squash” 
 
WordNet has been used by the researchers in many fields. WordNet used in [243] for 
query expansion using combination of synonyms, hypernyms and hyponyms. System for 
text categorization using WordNet was presented in [244]. WordNet has been used as a 
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comprehensive semantic lexicon [245], tool for automatic construction of thesauri, 
interface for NLP to optimize Internet search [246]. The most plentiful application of the 
WordNet is word sense disambiguation (WSD) [247]. System for automatic text 
summarization using WordNet is presented in [248]. There is very long list of  WordNet 
applications in the research literatures. WordNet was used in this work to identify the 
synonyms and antonyms of the word to expand the opinion lexicon; to solve the problem 
of WSD. 
 
3.1.2 SentiWordNet 
SentiWordNet (SWN) [249] is a lexical resource and an extension of Wordnet. It 
associates each Wordnet synset with three numerical scores i.e. positive, negative, and 
objective. These numerical values exist between 0 and 1 inclusive, with sum equal to 
unity. 
pos_score(word)+ neg_score(word) + obj_score(word) = 1 
obj_score(word) = 1 – [pos_score(word)+ neg_score(word)] 
Each entry in SWN has multiple senses. Average of pos_score(word), neg_score(word) 
and obj_score(word) scores for each sense is calculated according to part of speech 
(POS). If the obj_score(word) is less than threshold value (0.5) the word is considered as 
positive or negative. Positive difference between pos_score(word) and neg_score(word) 
means positive word otherwise it is negative. Table 3.4  and Table 3.5 show sample of 
SentiWordNet scores and average score of all POS of selected words respectively. 
 
Table 3.4: Sample of SentiWordNet Scores 
POS ID PosScore NegScore Synset Terms 
A 60397 0.25 0.625 undecorated#1 unadorned#1 
A 79629 0 0.125 scared#1 frightened#1 
A 91311 0.5 0 watchful#1 alert#1 
V 2722449 0.125 0 play#22 
N 3076708 0.875 0 goodness#2 good#2 
R 11093 0.375 0 well#1 good#1 
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Table 3.5: Average Score of all POS of Sample Words 
Synset Terms PosScore NegScore 
Good 0.569444 0.004629 
Play 0.033653 0.019230 
Able 0.156250 0.000000 
Well 0.354181 0.032181 
Happy 0.562500 0.000000 
Bad 0.029411 0.625000 
 
SWN extensively used by the researchers for sentiment analysis [241,242,243,244]. 
 
3.1.3 General Opinion Lexicon 
General purpose opinion lexicon (also referred as Lexicon-1) [140] contains 1967 
positive and 4783 negative sentiment words. This list contains some misspelled words as 
they appeared in social media frequently. Table 3.6 shows sample of positive and 
negative sentiment words. 
 
Table 3.6: Positive and Negative Sentiment Words 
 
Positive 
adequate, adjustable, admirable, coherent, cohesive, colorful, comely, 
comfort, comfortable, inviolate, invulnerable, irreplaceable, 
irreproachable,  love, loyal, loyalty, lucid, lucidly, luck, luxury, magic 
 
Negative 
aching, acrid, acridly, acridness, acrimonious, denying, deplete, 
deplorable, insufficient, insufficiently, insular, rough, rremediable, 
rubbish 
 
3.1.4 Dadvar Opinion Lexicon 
This is a small lexicon (also referred as Lexicon-2) which classifies English words into 
151 positive, and 123 negative sentiment words [254].  
3.1.5 General Inquirer 
General Inquirer (GI) [255] is a repository of English words annotated manually. These 
words are divided into different categories such as “Positiv”, “Negativ”, “Hostile”, 
“Power”, “Active” and “Passive”. Table 3.7  shows the part of GI lexicon. 
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3.1.6 AFINN 
It is a list of 2477 English words labeled manually. These words have been graded for 
valence with integer between minus five (negative) and plus five (positive). Sample list of 
AFINN-11 [256] words are shown in table 3.8. 
 
Table 3.7: Part of General Inquirer Lexicon 
Entry Source Positiv Negativ Pstv Affil Ngtv Hostile 
A H4Lvd       
ABANDON H4Lvd  Negativ   Ngtv  
ABANDONMENT H4  Negativ     
ABATE H4Lvd  Negativ     
ABATEMENT Lvd       
ABDICATE H4  Negativ     
ABHOR H4  Negativ    Hostile 
ABIDE H4 Positiv   Affil   
ABILITY H4Lvd Positiv      
ABJECT H4  Negativ     
ABLE H4Lvd Positiv  Pstv    
ABNORMAL H4Lvd  Negativ   Ngtv  
ABOARD H4Lvd       
ABOLISH H4Lvd  Negativ   Ngtv Hostile 
ABOLITION Lvd       
ABOMINABLE H4  Negativ     
 
Table 3.8: AFINN List 
Word Valence 
abandon -2 
abandoned -2 
abductions -2 
abhor -3 
bitches -5 
bitter -2 
bitterly -2 
forgotten -1 
fortunate 2 
frantic -1 
fraud -4 
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3.1.7 SentiFul 
SentiFul [257] is a lexicon-based system for sentiment analysis using sentiment-
conveying terms. If any term is not available in their database, then lexicon is 
automatically expanded represented by the sentiment-conveying words to overcome the 
coverage limitations of the lexicon. These words are annotated by sentiment polarity, 
polarity scores and weights. The lexicon expansion is made through synonyms, antonyms 
hyponym relations, derivation of new sentiment lexemes and compounding sentiment 
words. Sentiful supports various applications such as public opinion mining, subjective 
feedback, sentiment-based recommendation system, and social networks. 
 
3.1.8 English Dictionary 
The English dictionary used in this research work is the combination of two lists of 
British [258] and US English [259]. This dictionary contains 126063 unique words and is 
used for filtering non-standard words and spelling correction. 
 
3.1.9 Slangs Dictionary 
Social media users excessively use slangs and acronyms to express their views. 
Therefore, slang's analysis is essential for sentiment recognition. Slang dictionary [260] is 
the collection of more than 5000 Internet slangs. Table 3.9 presents some commonly used 
Internet slangs. 
Table 3.9: Internet Slangs 
Slang Meaning 
Alr Alright 
Chale Disagreement or Disapproval 
Coolio Cool 
Damn Condemn/Disbelief 
Gonna Want to go 
gr8 Great 
Haha Laughing 
Hamm Powerful 
Happs Happy 
Hehehe Laughing 
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3.1.10 Urban Dictionary 
Urban dictionary (UD) [261] is a Web based dictionary founded in 1999, and contains 
more than seven million definitions. UD is one of the most popular website among social 
media users and regularly updated by the volunteer editors. UD contains both literal 
meaning and description of the terms. The primary objective of this dictionary was to 
provide information about uses of slangs and cultural phrases not found in the standard 
dictionaries. Currently this dictionary is used to define almost any term or phrase [262]. 
Some sample definitions of Urban dictionary are shown in table 3.10. 
 
Table3.10: Urban Dictionary  
Slang Definition 
gr8 Geeky way of typing “great”! 
great, above average, very good 
Great 
Commonly taken to mean Grade 8 
ahh word used by highly intelligent people to replace a wide range of words and 
emotions 
A word often used to describe an emotion, such as anger, pleasure or shock. 
It is also widely used in ghost stories 
the noise you make after peeing! 
When you feel goooood. 
Sigh of relief. 
 
3.2 Summary 
This chapter demonstrates various lexicons, dictionaries and other machine-readable 
resources used in proposed work. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Lexicon-based Sentiment Analysis 
This chapter presents the proposed lexicon-based framework (LBFW) for sentiment 
analysis.  
4.1 Introduction 
Sentiment analysis is one of the most attractive and lively research area in computer 
science [14]. The main focus of this work is to develop a lexicon-based framework for 
automatic classification of blogs/reviews with respect to their semantic orientation. The 
framework consists of three major components: Sentiment analysis, Slang‟s detection and 
scoring, Context-aware spelling corrector (CASC). Sentiment analysis is the primary 
component of this method which truly classifies the source text according to sentiment 
score. The other two components are supporting, to improve the system performance.  
4.1.1 Sentiment Analysis 
Sentiment analysis is the first and primary component of this system. It consists of six 
major modules as depicted in figure 4.1.  
4.1.1.1 Data Capturing (DC) 
DC is the first module of the proposed method and programmed in Python programming 
language.  Different datasets were used in this study, their details are given in chapter 5. It 
is programmed for both local datasets (already downloaded) and getting data in real time 
from online resources. Python package called Tweepy [263], which provides simplified 
access to streaming API resources, was used for microblogs (Twitter) data. 
4.1.1.2 Preprocessing 
Preprocessing module performs various preprocessing tasks such as splitting 
reviews/blogs into sentences and words, and removal of noisy text before text analysis. 
Details of these tasks are presented in chapter 5. 
4.1.1.3 Lexicons 
Various lexicons, dictionaries and other machine-readable resources including Web were 
assimilated for creating dynamic, updatable and comprehensive, knowledge base. Wide-
ranging lexicon is indispensable for sentiment analysis. 
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Figure 4.1: System Framework 
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Lexicons and dictionaries resources have discussed in chapter 3. 
4.1.1.4 Subjective Text Identification 
This module performs two tasks: (i) Extracting opinionated sentences/words from source 
text. (ii) Detection of Slangs. The process of slangs detection and scoring is discussed 
separately as second component of proposed work. In the first step general opinion 
lexicons are searched for target word. If word is found in the lexicon then respective 
semantic polarity is assigned to the word, otherwise its synonyms and antonyms are 
searched in the lexicon. In case of synonym same polarity is assigned to the word. 
Opposite semantic polarity is assigned to the word if its antonym is found in the lexicon.  
 
The problem of WSD arises when using synonyms or antonyms. For example Wordnet 
gives word „tough‟ in the list of synonyms for „bad‟ where „tough‟ is positive and „bad‟ is 
negative according to general opinion lexicon [140]. This problem was solved by 
frequency-based approach. The positive and negative, synonyms and antonyms were 
counted. The word is positive or negative depends on its maximum frequency in 
particular class. If the above process failed in finding word sentiment then SentiWordNet 
is used to calculate the semantic polarity. Stemmed and non-stemmed words both were 
used in searching, similarly if the given word is in plural form it was converted to 
singular form in order to maximize the search scope.  
 
4.1.1.5 Additional Knowledge 
Additional knowledge is acquired to enhance the stop words list, lexicons and slang‟s 
detection process. Local and Web resources are used for acquiring knowledge. Negations 
and intensifiers were detected and removed from stop words list. Various entities were 
included in stop word list. Lexicons were enhanced by synonyms, antonyms and other 
Web resources. 
 
4.1.1.6 Sentiment Scoring 
Scoring module classifies the reviews/blogs into positive, negative, or neutral. It consists 
of several sub-modules: Scoring words, slangs, handling of synonyms, antonyms, 
negations, intensifiers, singular and plural forms. In the first approach +1 is assigned to 
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each positive word and -1 to each negative word in the lexicon. Emoticons were compiled 
into list of positive and negative, assigning score of +1 and -1 to each positive and 
negative emoticon respectively. If the given word (token) or its synonyms or antonyms 
are not found in the lexicon or emonticons list then sentiment score is calculated using 
SentiWordNet (SWN). SWN associates three numerical values with each synset of 
Wordnet i.e. pos(w) , neg(w) and obj(w). Sum of all three values is equal to 1, therefore 
objective score can be calculated as follow: 
 
   ( )        ( )     ( )                    (4.1) 
 
Each entry in SWN has multiple senses. Average of  pos(w) , neg(w) and obj(w) scores 
for each sense is calculated according to part of speech (POS) as shown in eq. (4.2), (4.3) 
and (4.4). If obj(w) score is less then threshold value (0.5) the word is considered as a 
positive or negative otherwise it is objective. Positive or negative difference between 
pos(w) and neg(w) indicates word positivity or negativity.  
 
         ( )   ∑    (  )  
 
                      (4.2) 
 
         ( )   ∑    (   )  
 
                      (4.3) 
 
         ( )   ∑    (  
 
   )                    (4.4)         
 
Where pos_score(w), neg_score(w) and obj_score(w) represent positive, negative and 
objective semantic score of all synsets for word w, pi is the polarity score of ith synset and 
n is the total number of synsets. The sentiment score of a given token is calculated using 
formula in eq. (4.5). 
 
     (  )                            (4.5) 
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Where WSi, ESi and SSi represent score of ith word, emoticon and slang respectively.  LRi is 
the number of repeated letters in the ith word. The term pf and nf represent the fraction of 
positive and negative documents respectively that contain the given slang. The complete 
formula for calculating the sentiment of entire document is shown in eq. (4.6). 
 
     (        )  
(     )
 
  ∑      (  
| |
   )                    (4.6) 
 
Where Xc is the number of exclamations in the reviews/blogs and |t| is the length (number 
of tokens) of document. Sentiment scoring algorithm is shown in figure 4.2. 
 
4.1.2 Slangs Detection and Scorings 
Slangs abbreviations are mostly used by the Internet users in their messages as shown in 
table 4.1. Slang  is  a  type  of  language  of  non-standard  words and phrases [264], such  
as  GR8, SMH, CHALE and XOXO. The primary motivation behind the using of  slang  
words  is its  usefulness,  because usually  easy  for  other  to  interpret  and  save  a  lot  
of  time.  Large  number  of  slangs  with  positive  or negative  sentiments  are  used  in  
chat,  Twitter  and Facebook messages [265]. Slang words are also frequently used in 
community-based question answering (cQA) and a rich source for sentiment analysis 
[266]. 
 
It has become very important to detect, translate and identify slang‟s polarity for 
determining the sematic orientation (SO) of the entire review. Limited work is carried out 
on analysis of Internet slangs for sentiment analysis. This work follows score-based 
approach for scoring Internet slangs using SentiWordNet in conjunction with other 
lexicons and dictionary resources. 
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Figure 4.2: Algorithm for Sentiment Scoring 
 
Table 4.1: Tweets containing Slangs 
S/No. Tweet 
1 My new Samsung Galaxy Tab 3 :D @chrisfosterelli, you are the best! 
Xoxo 
2 first day of my shoot..butterfliez in my stomach..wish me luck guys..n have 
Input: Blogs/Reviews 
Output: Sentiment Score 
NL: Negations List 
IL: Intensifiers List 
Function Senti_Score(text) 
ptext = preprocessor(text) 
tokens = tokenize(ptext) 
## Tasks 
## (i) If word is in NL then reverse polarity of word+1 
## (ii) If word is in IL then modify polarity of word+1 
## (iii) If all letters in the word are in upper case then add fraction to word score 
## (iv) Enhance word score if  it contains repeated letters 
## Exclamation count 
Xc = exclam(ptext) 
For word in tokens 
If word in emoticons Then  
score = emoticon score 
Else 
## Searching opinion lexicons/dictionaries 
If word found in lexicon assign score. 
score = lexicon score 
do task (i) to (iv) 
If word not found, check its synonyms and antonyms and assign score. 
score = lexicon score 
do task (i) to (iv) 
If not found, check in SentiWordNet  and calculate its score. 
score = SentiWordNet score 
do task (i) to (iv) 
If not found in SentiWordNet, search Slang‟s dictionary/Web  and calculate its 
score. 
score = Slang‟s score 
If not found,  assign score zero 
score = 0 
EndIf 
sentiscore = sentiscore + score 
Next 
score = (Xc+1)/2* sentiscore 
End Function 
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a gr8 gr8 day. .. love.. 
3 Ur a dream crusher u crushed my dream again smh demon :( 
4 Dear iPhone  I have typed  hahaha  like a million times  yet you 
continually give me  hagaha    bahaha    gagaha 
 
Slang‟s detection and scoring is the second component of proposed framework as shown 
in figure 4.3. It consists of four major modules. 
 
4.1.2.1 Preprocessing 
In addition to preprocessing tasks discussed in chapter 5, following tasks were also 
performed: 
 Non-slang words were filtered using lexicon and other machine-readable 
resources. 
 Tokens having length less than 2 and greater than 10 were ignored. 
 Preprocessing of slang‟s text (meaning) before scoring. 
 Generation of candidate list for slang words. 
 
4.1.2.2 Filtering 
All non-slang words are filtered before starting the detection and analysis phase of slang 
words to save the “running time” of the detection process. The word is considered as a 
“non-Slang” if found in an opinion lexicons or dictionary. If the word is not “non-Slang”  
word then it is passed to the slang identification module for further processing.  
 
4.1.2.3 Slang’s Identification 
In this module slang dictionary is searched for finding slang and its definition. If found it 
is passed to the sentiment scoring module otherwise Web is searched for its definition 
(meaning). 
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Figure 4.3: Slang‟s Detection and Scoring Framework 
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In this work, Web search for slangs is confined to Web-based Dictionary [261]. If the 
Web returns positive response the slang is scored. In case of negative result it is treated as 
a misspelled word and passed to spell corrector. If the spell corrector fails to recognize 
the word then it is considered as garbage and discarded. 
 
4.1.2.4 Slang’s Sentiment Scoring 
This module calculates the sentiment score for the given slang word. In most of the cases 
when a slang definition is retrieved from Web, it contains noisy text and requires 
preprocessing as shown in table 4.2. The semantic score of the pre-processed text (slang‟s 
definition) is retrieved automatically from SWN, which associates three numeric values 
with each synset of the Wordnet i.e. pos(w), neg(w) and obj(w). Sum of all three values is 
equal to 1. Each entry in SWN has multiple senses. Average of pos(w), neg(w) and obj(w) 
scores for each sense is calculated according to part of speech (POS). To make the score 
more contextual, a fraction of positive, negative or neutral reviews which contain the 
target slang is added to the SWN score. If the obj(w) is less than threshold value (0.5) the 
word is considered as positive or negative. Positive difference between pos(w) and neg(w) 
means positive word otherwise it is negative. The overall slang scoring formula and its 
components are shown below.  
 
      ( )   ∑    (  )  
 
          (4.7) 
 
      ( )   ∑    (   )  
 
                                (4.8)  
 
      ( )   ∑    (  
 
   )         (4.9) 
 
Where pscore(w), nscore(w) and oscore(w) represent positive,  negative and objective 
polarity score of all synsets for word w , si is the score of ith synset and n is the total 
number of synsets. If sum of pscore and nscore is greater than threshold value (0.5) for all 
words in the slang‟s definition then formula in (4.10) is used to calculate the overall 
sentiment score for the given slang. 
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Where wi represents ith word and m is the number of words in the slang definition. The 
term pf and nf denote the fraction of positive and negative reviews respectively that 
contain the target slang. Scoring algorithm is presented in figure 4.4. 
 
Table 4.2:  Slang Definitions (Urban Dictionary) 
Slang: xoxo     (First definition out of 14) 
“Hugs and kisses”  
O=Hug  
X=Kiss  
“If you look at each letter like it was representing two people from a bird's eye view, the "O" represents the 
arms of those persons hugging each other while the "X" is evocative of two people kissing each other”. 
Slang: chale     (First 5 definitions out of 7) 
Def#:1 = THIS IS THE REAL DEFINITION. A term to show disagreement or disapproval of something or 
some idea.   Means the same thing as "hell no" or "hell na."  
Def#:2 = Chicano term used for disagreement 
Def#:3 = A spanish word that is used by latinos when they are saying “forget about it”  or “no way”. 
Def#:4 = Chale (GHANA) *Alternative Spellings: Charlie, Charle  
*pronounced: "Char-lay/Chaa-lay"  
Def#:5 = Spanish slang term usually used by Mexicans/Chicanos for " damn ! "; " oh my god "; or " yeah 
right " it all depends sometimes it can mean shut up. 
 
4.1.3 Context-aware Spelling Corrector for Sentiment Analysis 
Spelling correction is a vital element for sentiment analysis because misspelled word may 
affect the sentiment score [267]. There are many factors that cause spelling errors such as 
small keyboard pad, small touch screen and social media users not following language 
rules. Tweets has the highest misspelled rate i.e. one in every 150 English words posted 
on Twitter. 
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Figure 4.4: Slang‟s Detection and Scoring Algorithm 
 
Facebook users type just one word in every 323 words incorrectly, and one in every 238 
words on Google+ [268]. Context-aware spelling errors can be classified into 
“homophone”, “typographical”, “grammatical” and “cross-word boundary” errors [269]. 
This component of framework covers context-aware spelling errors due to typographical 
errors using statistical language model (SLM) [270]. Figure 4.5 presents the proposed 
CASC. This study aims to determine the coverage of different similarity measures using 
hybrid approach of measures and n-grams models; generation of candidate words and 
accuracy of CASC using different Statistical language models. Algorithm of CASC is 
shown in figure 4.6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Input: Online Reviews/Blogs 
Output: Slang and its polarity 
Function_Slang(text) 
1. ptext = preprocessor( text) 
2. tokens = tokenize(ptext) 
3. For token in tokens 
4. Filtering (skipping non-Slang words) 
5. Search Slang dictionary 
If found Then 
Get Slang‟s meaning 
Process and determine its polarity 
Goto step 7 
6. Search Web for Slang‟s detection 
If found Then 
Get Slang‟s meaning 
Process and determine its polarity 
Else 
Correct Spelling/Discard 
7. Next 
End Function 
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Figure 4.5: Context-aware Spelling Corrector 
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Figure 4.6: CASC Algorithm 
 
4.1.3.1 Generating Candidates 
Hybrid approach based on Jaccard index and Levenshtein distance (Edit distance) were 
used to generate the candidates list. In the first phase every dictionary word and focal 
word was expressed into uni-grams or bi-grams depends on Edit distance. If the Edit 
distance was greater than one, word was expressed into uni-grams otherwise into bi-
grams. The eq. (4.11) selects the suitable choice. 
 
       (     )  {
         (     )              (   )    
        (     )                                       
           (4.11)  
 
Where        (   )  is Levenshtein distance, m = |w1| and n = |w2|. 
 
The candidate list is pruned by filtering some candidates to improve the performance of 
language model. Following function is used for pruning. 
 
       (      )   {
      (  )                                                          
      (  )        (  )    (  )            
                                                                                  
          (4.12)  
 
Input: Sentence with typographical error (Se) 
Output: Context-aware correction (Si) 
Function Spelling_Corrector(Se) 
focal_word  =  get_focal_word(Se) 
# Loading English Dictionary 
dict_words = get_dict() 
# Getting n candidates (words) list 
words_list, measures  =  sim_measues(focal_word, 
dict_words) 
word_list = cfilter(word_list) 
probabilities  =  SLM(Se, word_list) 
max_likelihood = max(probabilities) 
context_aware_word = word with max_likelihood 
Si = replace(Se, focal_word, context_aware_word) 
return(Si) 
End Function 
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Where cw and we represent the candidate and misspelled words respectively. The second 
argument flc is used to specify whether the first letter of the misspelled word is correct? 
The function fc() extracts the first letter of the word. 
 
In the second phase Jaccard index was employed to calculate the similarity index between 
dictionary words and focal word to generate n candidates. The above eq. (4.11) uses Edit 
distance to take advantage of uni-grams due to the high coverage with all similarity 
measures when edit distance is greater than one. Jaccard index can minimize the number 
of candidates by taking top n measures. Other similarity measures serve as base-line. The 
proposed method works also with the assumption that the first letter of the mistype word 
is correct, because it has been found that the first letter is usually correct [271]. 
 
4.1.3.2 Language Model 
The Statistical Language model assigns a probability to a sequence of words using 
probability distribution. It selects the best choice among the candidate words by means of 
probability. A best choice is that one which has highest noisy channel probability. Four 
Statistical language models were experimented with different measures of similarity: 
 Bigram Language Model (Before word of focus) 
 Bigram Language Model (After word of focus) 
 Trigram Language Model (Before word of focus) 
 Trigram Language Model (After word of focus) 
Bigram Language Model (BLM) outperformed Trigram Language Model. Eq. (4.13) and 
(4.14) present, before BLM and after BLM respectively for sentence of m words with wf  
focal word. 
 
 (                  )   (      )   
 (      )
 
    (4.13) 
 (                  )   (      )  
 (      )
 
    (4.14) 
Where n(wf-1wf) and n(wfwf+1)are the number of times that bi-grams appeared in the 
source text.  
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Figure 4.7 shows the SLM with sample sentence containing typographical error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.7: Statistical Language Model 
4.2 Summary 
This chapter introduces a robust and dynamic lexicon-based framework for text sentiment 
analysis. The proposed method uses WordNet, SentiWordNet in conjunction with other 
dictionaries and machine-readable resources. The method consists of three major 
components: Sentiment analysis, Slangs detection and scoring, and Context-aware 
spelling corrector based on statistical language model. This approach uses efficient 
techniques to classify the reviews and blogs with respect to their semantic orientation. 
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𝑃(𝑆𝑒|𝑆𝑖) 𝑃(𝑆𝑖 ) 
Se: Sentence with typographical error 
Si: Sentence intended by writer 
S: Intended sentence with highest likelihood 
 
 
 
Bigram Language Model 
Se = “stayed in was dcent in terms of its decor” 
Probabilities of Se with different suggested words: 
P(stayed in was cent in terms of its decor) = 0.0 
P(stayed in was decent in terms of its decor) = 7.41863977756e-07 
P(stayed in was dent in terms of its decor) = 4.45118386654e-07 
P(stayed in was docent in terms of its decor) = 0.0 
P(stayed in was scent in terms of its decor) = 4.45118386654e-07 
Highest likelihood: 7.41863977756e-07 
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CHAPTER 5 
Data Acquisition and Preprocessing 
 
5.1 Introduction 
The most fundamental step after acquiring the data is its preprocessing. To avoid 
incorrect and misleading results, data must be preprocessed before analysis. 
Preprocessing stage represents the quality of data [272] but it is time consuming task, 
almost over 80% of time spent on preprocessing before applying the data mining 
techniques [273]. This chapter introduces the datasets and preprocessing tasks performed 
on these datasets. Preprocessing techniques include many phases such as data cleaning, 
data integration, data transformation, data reduction and data discretization. Different 
phases of data preprocessing are shown in figure 5.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Phases of Preprocessing 
5.2 Datasets 
Following datasets were collected for this research study. 
1. Dataset referred as Twitter-1 contains 308316 tweets for three products (iPhone, 
Nokia, Samsung), which were collected from 10 April 2013 to 11 April 2013 
using Twitter streaming API. Python package Tweepy was used, which provides 
the simplified access to streaming API resources. All tweets were stored in 
database of SQL Server 2012 for further processing. Non-English and retweets are 
ignored. Table 5.1 shows the statistics of Twitter-1 dataset. For annotation 1300 
tweets were distributed among university students registered in data mining 
course. All tweets were labeled as positive, negative, or neutral.  
 
Table 5.1: Statistics of Twitter-1 Dataset 
Total# of tweets 308316 
Retweet 47017 
English tweet 151347 
Manually Labeled tweets 1300 
iPhone 46% 
 
Results 
 
Blogs/ 
Reviews 
Feature 
Extraction/
Selection 
Text Mining 
Text 
Model 
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Nokia 24% 
Samsung 30% 
2. Table 5.2 shows dataset collected on April 13, 2013 using Twitter streaming API. 
 
Table 5.2: Statistics of Twitter-2 Dataset  
Dataset Tweets 
Twitter-2 12807 
Sony 4817 
Dell 2050 
HP 5940 
 
3. Hotel reviews dataset [274], which contains 3000 reviews (1500 positive and 1500 
negative). Figure 5.2 shows a sample review. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Sample Hotel Review 
 
4. OpinRank Review Dataset: This is a dataset of cars and hotels reviews collected 
from Tripadvisor and Edmunds [275]. The hotels dataset contains full reviews of 
hotels in 10 cities. Format and example of hotel reviews are shown in figure 5.3 
and figure 5.4 respectively. Complete statistics of dataset are shown in table 5.3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3: Hotel review format 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Example of Hotel Review 
 
“Hotel Selva Candida's staff could not be more helpful. They were the best!!!! I own a small 
construction company in the United States ad we just don't get customer service like this in the U.S. 
The hotel manger Francesco helped us on every request and even picked up at Airport himself to 
ensure we were taken care of. When in Rome I will stay at Hotel Selva Candida everytime. Our 
rooms were very clean and our service was awesome!!!” 
 
Date1<tab>Review Title1<tab>Full review 1 
Date2<tab>Review Title2<tab>Full review 2 
Date3<tab>Review Title3<tab>Full review 3 
Date4<tab>Review Title4<tab>Full review 4 
…………………………………………….... 
……………………………………………… 
………………………………………………
“Jun 19 2009  Great Service Hotel Arabian Park,next to famous WAFI Mall,great 
hotel,great ambiance butt he one thing i liked is the service they have Indian and srilankan staff who are 
great and they really help a lot in the hotel,all in all a great hotel to stay in.”  
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Table 5.3: Statistics of Hotel Reviews Dataset 
Cities Hotels Reviews Sentences 
10 2568 259000 2236375 
 
5. Movie Review dataset [188] is one of most widely used dataset among sentiment 
analysis researchers. The dataset contains 2000 reviews (1000 positive and 1000 
negative). 
 
6. Artificial dataset of 100000 misspelled words were generated using English 
dictionary to evaluate CASC. 
 
7. AlchemyAPI [276] was used for most dataset to determent reviews polarity. 
 
5.3 Preprocessing 
Sentiment analysis faces different preprocessing barriers. Mostly in online “Text-based” 
communication grammar rules are ignored [277]. Therefore preprocessing is essential for 
getting quality data and efficient sentiment analysis. The preprocessing became more 
important when researchers attention diverted toward micoblogging such as Twitter, 
FriendFeed and Plurk. Most of the tweets are not properly formatted and contain spelling 
errors [278]. Twitter has highest misspelled word rate, which is one in every 150 English 
words posted [279]. This section describes some preprocessing tasks performed in the 
proposed work.  
5.3.1 Preprocessing Tasks 
This section describes the common preprocessing tasks which were performed before 
data analysis. 
 Stop words removal: Stop words are list of words which are filtered before 
processing of text. It is the most common preprocessing task, normally performed 
before any other operation. Figure 5.5 shows source code for stop words removal. 
 Stemming: It is the process to change the form of word to their root, which 
reduces the corpus size. The influence of stemming on result is not always 
positive and generates a word that is not genuine, for example the word 
“Acquisition” might be stemmed to “Acquisit”. 
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Figure 5.5: Stop words removal 
 
 Sentence splitting and Word tokenization: Natural language processing tools deal 
with real-world documents which require low-level operations such as splitting 
text into sentences and breaking stream of text into words. In sentiment analysis 
point of view sentences and words are classified as subjective or objective [20]. 
 Figure 5.6 shows the algorithm for removing noisy text. This algorithm keeps 
slangs and other abbreviations commonly used by the social media users. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Algorithm for removal of noisy text 
 
 Part of Speech (POS): POS is the linguistic category of words, defined by the 
sentence construction. POS tagging recognizes all basic elements of document or 
sentence such as noun, verb, adverb and adjective. POS has been effectively used 
by the researchers of sentiment analysis [25,148,203,204,205]. Natural language 
toolkit (NLTK) [279] tagger was used in the proposed work. Table 5.4 presents 
the POS names and their abbreviations used by NLTK. Figure 5.7 shows the POS 
of review shown in figure 5.2. 
 
 
sw_fd = open(“stopwords.txt”) 
stop_words = sw_fd.read().lower() 
txt_fd = open(“data.txt”) 
txt_data = txt_fd.read().lower() 
tokens = txt_data.split() 
nsw = [w for w in tokens if w not in stop_words] 
 
Input: Review/Blog 
Output: Clean text 
Function Remove_Noisy_Text(text) 
1. tokens = tokenize(text) 
2. For tok in tokens 
3.   Search token in opinion lexicon/dictionary 
4.   If found goto step 10 
5.   Search token in Slangs/abbreviations dictionary 
6.   If found goto step 10 
7.   Correct Spelling 
8.   Repeat step 3, 5 
9.   If found goto step 10 Else Remove tok 
10. Next tok 
End Function 
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Table 5.4: NLTK POS with Examples 
Tags Meaning Examples 
NN, NNS Noun ball, book, car, brain 
VB, VBZ, VBD, VBN, VBP, VBG Verb write, play, do, run 
RB, RBR, RBS Adverb actually, briefly, greatly, never  
JJ, JJS, JJR Adjective good, clear, evil, flat 
DET Determiner the, most, a, an 
PRO Pronoun I, me, you, them 
CNJ Conjunction and, but, after, if 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7: POS of review in Figure 5.2 
 Negations: All possible negations such as don‟t, didn‟t, wasn‟t and couldn‟t were 
detected and replaced with “do-not”, “did-not” and so on. Figure 5.8 shows a 
complete list of negations used during processing the source text. 
 
 
Figure 5.8: List of Negations 
 
5.3.2 Preprocessing and Microblogging 
Microblogs such as tweets contain more unpredictable words and symbols than any other 
online reviews and blogs. Most tweets contain emoticons, slangs and colloquialisms due 
“[('Hotel', 'NNP'), ('Selva', 'NNP'), ('Candida', 'NNP'), ("'s", 'POS'), ('staff', 'NN'), ('could', 'MD'), 
('not', 'RB'), ('be', 'VB'), ('more', 'RBR'), ('helpful.', 'NNP'), ('They', 'NNP'), ('were', 'VBD'), ('the', 
'DT'), ('best', 'JJS'), ('!', '.'), ('!', '.'), ('!', '.'), ('!', '.'), ('I', 'PRP'), ('own', 'VBP'), ('a', 'DT'), ('small', 'JJ'), 
('construction', 'NN'), ('company', 'NN'), ('in', 'IN'), ('the', 'DT'), ('United', 'NNP'), ('States', 'NNPS'), 
('ad', 'NN'), ('we', 'PRP'), ('just', 'RB'), ('do', 'VBP'), ("n't", 'RB'), ('get', 'VB'), ('customer', 'NN'), 
('service', 'NN'), ('like', 'IN'), ('this', 'DT'), ('in', 'IN'), ('the', 'DT'), ('U.S.', 'NNP'), ('The', 'NNP'), 
('hotel', 'NN'), ('manger', 'NN'), ('Francesco', 'NNP'), ('helped', 'VBD'), ('us', 'PRP'), ('on', 'IN'), 
('every', 'DT'), ('request', 'NN'), ('and', 'CC'), ('even', 'RB'), ('picked', 'VBD'), ('up', 'RP'), ('at', 'IN'), 
('Airport', 'NNP'), ('himself', 'PRP'), ('to', 'TO'), ('ensure', 'VB'), ('we', 'PRP'), ('were', 'VBD'), 
('taken', 'VBN'), ('care', 'NN'), ('of.', 'NNP'), ('When', 'NNP'), ('in', 'IN'), ('Rome', 'NNP'), ('I', 
'NNP'), ('will', 'MD'), ('stay', 'VB'), ('at', 'IN'), ('Hotel', 'NNP'), ('Selva', 'NNP'), ('Candida', 'NNP'), 
('everytime.', 'NNP'), ('Our', 'NNP'), ('rooms', 'VBZ'), ('were', 'VBD'), ('very', 'RB'), ('clean', 'JJ'), 
('and', 'CC'), ('our', 'PRP$'), ('service', 'NN'), ('was', 'VBD'), ('awesome', 'VBN'), ('!', '.'), ('!', '.'), ('!', 
'.')]” 
"no","not","rather","hardly","could-not","was-not","did-not",  "would-not","should-not","were-
not","do-not","does-not",  "have-not","has-not","wont", "had-not","cant","none","isnt", "arent" 
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to its 140 characters limit imposed by Twitter on tweets [280]. Table 5.5 shows list of 
commonly used positive and negative emoticons. 
Table 5.5: Positive and Negative Emoticons 
Positive :) :') :'-) :-) :-)) :* :] :^) :^* :} :> :3 :c) :D :-D :o) ;) ;-) ;D ^_^ '}{' =) =-) =] =3 =-3 =D 8) 
8D 8-D B^D XD xD X-D x-D <3 
Negative :( :'( :[ :-[ :{ :< :-< :c :-c :p :P >:[ :-( :@ :O ;( =( =-( >:( 8-0 D: D-': D:< D; D= 
D8 DX v.v QQ 
 
Following is list of some preprocessing tasks performed on tweets. 
 Removal of stop words, hashtags, RT (retweet symbols), punctuations, URLs and 
query terms. 
 Handling words with repeated letters such as “happppppyyyyyyyyy” and 
“worrrrrrsst”. Purpose of such repetition is to express strong emotions. 
Emphasized usage of word has more positive or negative sense than regular usage 
[281].   
 To express powerful emotions using all capital letters such as “REALLY”. These 
words are usually called “e-shouting” and are good indicators of polarity [280]. 
 Identification of exclamation (!) sings, usually used with polar messages to 
express powerful emphasis [282]. 
 Polarity identification of Slangs, acronyms and emoticons. 
5.4 Summary 
Data preprocessing is a prerequisite for quality sentiment analysis. It is a tedious and 
challenging task due to noisy and poor formats of user‟s comments and reviews. In this 
chapter various datasets and data preprocessing tasks were demonstrated. Different 
irrelevant patterns which are not helping in sentiment classification are removed. 
Negations and intensifiers were removed from the stop word list to improve the sentiment 
polarity identification. This work also contributes a slang scoring and Context-aware 
spelling corrector for sentiment analysis based on statistical language model. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Results and Discussions 
The aim of this chapter is to evaluate the proposed framework. A wide range of 
experiments were performed on reviews and blogs data for binary sentiment 
classification. The method is also evaluated for multi-class sentiment classification with 
microblogs data. Different evaluation techniques employed for gaging system 
performance. 
6.1 Evaluation Scheme 
Researchers use various performance measures to evaluate the stability and consistency   
of the classifier. Precision, recall, F-score, and Matthew correlation coefficient (MCC) are 
most widely used performance measures. Confusion matrix [283] also called contingency 
table or error matrix is used to present the result of classifier for prediction. It is a special 
table to visualize performance of the model. Table 6.1 and 6.2 show the confusion 
matrices for binary classification and multi-class classification respectively.  
 
Table 6.1: Confusion Matrix for Binary Classification 
  Machine Says 
  Positive Negative 
H
u
m
a
n
 
S
a
y
s 
Positive TP FN 
Negative FP TN 
 
True Positive (TP): Number of positive cases classified correctly.  
False Positive (FP): Number of negative cases classified incorrectly as a positive. 
True Negative (TN): Number of negative cases classified correctly. 
False Negative (FN): Number of positive cases classified incorrectly as a negative. 
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Table 6.2: Confusion Matrix for Multi-Class Classification 
  
H
u
m
an
 S
ay
s 
 Machine Says 
Positive Negative Neutral 
Positive TP(++) FN(+-) FT(+-) 
Negative FP(-+) TN(--) FT(-0) 
Neutral FP(0+) FN(0-) TT(00) 
 
False Positive, FP(0+): Number of neutral cases classified incorrectly as positive 
Fase Negative, FN(0-): Number of neutral cases classified incorrectly as negative. 
False Neutral, FT(+-): Number of positive cases classified incorrectly as neutral. 
False Neutral, FT(-0):  Number of negative cases classified incorrectly as neutral. 
True Neutral, TT(00): Number of neutral cases classified correctly as neutral. 
 
6.1.1 Precision  
Precision [284] also called positive predicted value, measures the correctness of the 
model. Higher precision indicates less FP. Mathematically it is defined as: 
              
  
     
       (6.1) 
6.1.2 Recall 
Recall [284] also known as sensitivity, measures positive cases correctly classified by the 
model, large recall value means few positive cases misclassified as a negative. Recall can 
be calculated using the following formula. 
          
  
     
        (6.2) 
6.1.3 F-Score  
F-score or F1-measure [284] is the weighted average of precision and recall. F-score 
value exists between 0 and 1 inclusive. F-score can be calculated as follow: 
         
   
   
 
   
         
      (6.3) 
6.1.4 False Positive Rate (FPR)  
FPR or false alarm ratio measures the cases classified as positive incorrectly [284]. It is 
calculated as follow: 
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      (6.4) 
 
6.1.5 Matthews Correlation Coefficient  
MCC [285] is used to measure the quality of binary classification. It is based on true and 
false, positives and negatives. Value of MCC lies between -1 and +1. A coefficient of +1 
represents perfect prediction, 0 indicates completely random prediction, and -1 indicates 
no relationship between saying of human and machine. MCC can be calculated as follow: 
 
     
(     ) (     )
√(     )(     )(     )(     )
     (6.5) 
6.1.6 Jaccard Index 
The Jaccard index [286], also called the Jaccard similarity coefficient is a single measure 
used to compute the similarity and diversity of sets. Jaccard similarity coefficient between 
two words (string of characters) is defined as: 
 (     )   
|     |
|     |
        (6.6) 
 Where  0 ≤ J(W1,W2 )≥ 1 
6.1.7 Cosine Similarity 
Cosine similarity [287] is used to measure the cosine of the angle between two vectors. If 
the cosine similarity is 1 it means two vectors have same orientation, two vectors at 90
0
 
have 0 similarity. Cosine similarity between two words can be calculated as follows: 
      (     )   
|     |
√|  ||  |
       (6.7) 
6.1.8 Sørenson-Dice 
Sørenson-Dice [288] is a statistic used to compare the similarity between two sets. 
Sørenson-Dice can be calculated as follows: 
  (     )    |     |
|  | |  |
        (6.8) 
6.1.9 Levenshtein distance  
Levenshtein distance [289] is a string distance function also known as Edit distance. It 
takes two inputs and return value equivalent to the number of substitutions and deletions 
needed to transform one input string into another. The Edit distance between two words 
W1 and W2 is the minimum number of single-character edits (i.e. insertions, deletions or 
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substitutions) required to change W1 into W2 or vice versa. Mathematically it is defined 
as follows: 
       (   )   
{
 
 
 
  a (   )                                                              (   )   
   {
       (       )                                               
       (     )                                            
       (       )    (       )                
 (6.9) 
  
 Where m = |W1|, n = |W2|, 1(       ) is the indicator function and equal to zero 
when (       ), equal to 1 otherwise. 
6.2 Performance Benchmark Standards 
Following benchmark standards were used to evaluate the system performance. 
 Dataset of 1300 tweets annotated by human annotators. 
 Movie reviews dataset [188], a well-known standard benchmark dataset for 
sentiment analysis. 
 AlchemyAPI, a commercial service using machine learning (specifically, deep 
learning) to do NLP. It covers 3 billion API calls per month. In 86% of cases 
proposed method results match AlchemyAPI classification for Hotel reviews 
dataset. 
 Comparison with various existing related methods. 
6.3 Experimentation 
Different experiments were performed on online reviews and blogs for binary and multi-
class sentiment classification using lexicon-based approach.  This approach was 
augmented with dictionaries and other machine-readable resources. In the first phase 
various lexicons were used for sentiment analysis following simple scoring approach 
[290], which serves as baseline. Table 6.3 shows the results of baseline for positive versus 
negative sentiment classification of tweets. Experimentation covers all three components 
of proposed method. 
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6.3.1 Sentiment Analysis 
This part of experimentation demonstrates sentiment analysis of online customer reviews 
and blogs. 
 
6.3.1.1 Evaluation Using Microblogs Data 
A popular microblogging service Twitter datasets (1300 tweets) were used to evaluate the 
proposed method performance. It has been perceived during the preprocessing of different 
datasets from different domains that Twitter data is more noisy and unstructured (poor 
format), which effects the system performance. 
 
 
Table 6.3: Simple Scoring Accuracy in Positive versus Negative 
Lexicon Accuracy 
Lexicon-1 0.6308 
Lexicon-2 0.3154 
Emoticons 0.3385 
Hybrid-1 0.7385 
Hybrid-2 0.5077 
SentiWordNet 0.7077 
 
Lexicons play paramount role in sentiment extraction. Table 6.3 results indicate that 
Lexicon-1 has higher accuracy than Lexicon-2, because of its more coverage of sentiment 
words. Emoticons are widely used in online reviews and tweets. In Hybrid-1 (Lexicon-1 
+ Emoticons) approach accuracy improves from 63% to 74%.  In the second phase of the 
experiment the proposed Lexicon-based approach was used for binary classification 
(positive versus negative) and multi-class classification (positive versus negative versus 
neutral). Table 6.4 and Table 6.5 show the results of Twitter data. 
 
Table 6.4: Binary Classification Performance of Twitter Data 
 
Measure 
Result 
Overall Positive Negative 
Accuracy 0.9154 0.8977 0.9524 
Precision 0.9753 0.9753 0.8163 
Recall 0.8977 0.8977 0.9524 
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F-Score 0.9349 0.9349 0.8791 
TNR 0.9524   
FPR 0.0476   
MCC 0.8204   
 
The Table 6.4 shows the overall accuracy of 92% for binary sentiment classification. The 
false positive rate is only 5%. MCC for binary classification is 0.8204, which indicates 
the good prediction. Precision for overall and positive is 98%, which indicates low false 
positive. Negative cases have recall of 95%. For multi-class sentiment classification 
overall accuracy is 87% as shown in table 6.5, where for positive and negative, are 89% 
and 95% respectively. 
 
 
 
Table 6.5: Multi-class Classification Performance of Twitter Data 
 
Measure 
Result 
Overall Positive Negative Neutral 
Accuracy 0.8733 0.8864 0.9524 0.65 
Precision  0.9750 0.7407 0.8125 
Recall  0.8864 0.9523 0.65 
F-Score  0.9286 0.8333 0.7222 
 
High precision (98%) value for positive cases indicates less number of false positive.  
Table 6.6 presents the tweets sentiment score with their semantic orientation. 
 
Table 6.6: Tweets Sentiment Score with Semantic Orientation 
Tweet Score Orientation 
@bellathorne If I see a picture on my iPhone that says  Bella follows you  
will get a big smile on my lip  :)�  
 
2.0 Positive 
iPhone batteries are actually so fucking shitty    Been without a phone all day 
&amp; night 
 
-1.475 
 
Negative 
I came home from practice and my mommy brought me Chipotle :-) :-) :-) :-) 
she so gr8 
 
2.62907 
 
Positive 
Your eyes is colorfull like #WarnaWarniGalaxy, that is why I falling in love 
with you :) :) cc. @Samsung_ID 
 
2.072917 
 
Positive 
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Chale :(  jodido iOS 7 en México #iOS7 #ios7mexico #fail #iphone4mexico  
 
-1.01515 
 
Negative 
iPhone of Samsung  - http://t co/501s9dBS3m 
 
0 Neutral 
Pregnancy week to week: Pregnancy week to weekCategory: Released: 2013-
04-10 04:35:01Price:  0     http://t co/KITPmwmbM9 -  iPhone  App 
 
0 Neutral 
 
6.3.1.2 Comparative Performance 
The framework performance was compared with various existing methods. The 
comparative results show that proposed method outperforms related approaches. Table 
6.7 and 6.8 present comparative performance of binary and multi-class sentiment 
classification. 
 
 
Table 6.7: Comparative Performance of Binary Classification 
 Method Precision Recall F-Score 
 
P
o
si
ti
v
e
 A.A.A.Esmin et al. [291] 0.94 0.86 0.90 
B.Wen et al. [292] 0.81 0.82 0.81 
A. Khan. [199] 0.85 0.83 0.84 
LBFW (this work) 0.98 0.90 0.93 
 
N
eg
a
ti
v
e A.A.A.Esmin et al. [291] 0.88 0.95 0.91 
B.Wen et al. [292] 0.85 0.78 0.81 
A. Khan. [199] 0.82 0.85 0.84 
LBFW (this work) 0.82 0.95 0.88 
 
Table 6.8: Multi-class Classification Comparative Performance 
 Method Precision Recall F-Score 
 
Positive 
M.F.M. Chowdhury et al. 
[293] 
0.54 0.65 0.59 
LBSASW (this work) 0.98 0.89 0.93 
 
Negative 
M.F.M. Chowdhury et al. 
[293] 
0.61 0.43 0.51 
LBSASW (this work) 0.74 0.95 0.65 
 
Neutral 
M.F.M. Chowdhury et al. 
[293] 
0.77 0.77 0.77 
LBSASW (this work) 0.81 0.65 0.72 
 
The proposed method has reached 0.98 precision (positive) in both, binary and multi-class 
classification, which indicates a very low false positive rate.  
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6.3.1.3 Evaluation Using Hotel Reviews 
The proposed method was also evaluated using hotel reviews. Dataset [274] which 
contains 3000 reviews was used. Reviews have a mean length of 120 words with standard 
deviation 63. Lengthy reviews can have adverse effects on accuracy of sentiment 
classification, which was observed during processing online reviews. Four hundred (400) 
reviews were selected for system evaluation. Table 6.9 shows sentiment classification of 
hotel reviews. 
 
Table 6.9: Sentiment Classification Performance of Hotel Reviews 
 
Measure 
Result 
Overall Positive Negative 
Accuracy 0.9224 0.9583 0.8865 
Precision  0.9350 0.9259 
Recall  0.9583 0.8865 
F-Score  0.9465 0.9058 
 
 
6.3.1.4 Comparative Performance 
Table 6.10: Sentiment Classification Comparative Performance of Hotel Reviews 
 Method Precision Recall F-Score 
 
P
o
si
ti
v
e
 H. Xia et al. [294] 0.9068 0.8595 0.8825 
A. Khan. [199] 0.846 0.815 0.830 
LBFW (this work) 0.9350 0.9583 0.9465 
 
N
eg
a
ti
v
e H. Xia et al. [294] 0.8766 0.8855 0.881 
A. Khan. [199] 0.809 0.840 0.824 
LBFW (this work) 0.9259 0.8865 0.9058 
 
LBFW achieved 0.94 and 0.93 precision for positive and negative reviews respectively. 
High F-Score indicates that precision and recall are reasonably high. 
 
6.3.1.5 Evaluation Using Movie Reviews 
Movie reviews dataset, which contains 2000 reviews (1000 positive and 1000 negative) 
were used for proposed method evaluation. The average length of reviews was 568 words 
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with standard deviation 255. Performance measures of movie reviews are shown in table 
6.11. Table 6.12 shows the comparative performance. 
 
Table 6.11: Sentiment Classification Performance of Movie Reviews 
 
Measure 
Result 
Overall Positive Negative 
Accuracy 0.9036 0.8995 0.9076 
Precision  0.9133 0.8931 
Recall  0.8995 0.9076 
F-Score  0.9063 0.9003 
 
6.3.1.6 Comparative Performance 
Table 6.12: Sentiment Classification Comparative Performance of Movie Reviews 
 Method Precision Recall F-Score 
P
o
si
ti
v
e
 S.H. Cho et al. [171] 0.9227 0.717 0.8069 
P. Kalaivani [301] 0.7948 0.8908 0.8401 
LBFW (This work) 0.9133 0.8995 0.9063 
N
eg
a
ti
v
e S.H. Cho et al. [171] 0.5118 0.7065 0.5936 
P. Kalaivani [301] 0.8522 0.7810 0.8150 
LBFW (This work) 0.8931 0.9076 0.9003 
 
 
6.3.2 Slangs Detection and Scoring 
This part of experimentation is concerned with the evaluation of second component of the 
proposed method for detection and scoring of Internet slangs. Slang is a type of language 
of non-standard words and phrases and mostly used by the Internet users in their 
messages [264].  
 
Experiment was performed on microblogs data which is the rich source for analysis of 
slangs, acronyms and emoticons. The unique tokens (29126) of Twitter-2 dataset were 
filtered leaving 7046 tokens as a candidate for slang words. The 63% tokens were 
successfully identified as a slang words. The 167 tokens in remaining of 37% were 
corrected by the spelling corrector, and filtered. The spelling corrector checks the spelling 
at the last if the system cannot recognize the token as slang. If the spelling corrector fails 
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then the token is considered as garbage and discarded. This method can be used to 
generate the opinion lexicon for slang words.  
 
English words list called AFINN-111 [256] contains 2477 opinion words including 
slangs. These words are rated for valence between minus five (negative) and plus five 
(positive). AFINN-111 list-based approach performed better than many other 
comprehensive lists in calculating sentiment of tweets [296]. However this list covers a 
small number of slangs.   
 
6.3.2.1 Polarity of Slang Words 
Table 6.13 shows the score of some common slang words along with their SO. A large 
number of Slangs/acronyms were detected in the target dataset. Most of them were 
ignored due to its irrelevancy or having no positive or negative sentiments. For example 
BBM (Black Berry Messenger), DWI (Driving While Intoxicated), IBM and LEXUS 
(Japanese Car) are irrelevant words. As Urban Dictionary defines millions of terms in a 
multiple ways, so it is very important to filter irrelevant words and definitions. Filtering 
irrelevant words and definitions is a tedious work, in most cases we have taken the first 
definition (meaning) of the slang. It is very important to determine Internet slang‟s 
polarity before sentiment classification of reviews or blogs.  
6.3.2.2  Impact of Slangs on Sentiment Classification 
Table 6.14 shows impact of slang analysis on sentiment classification.  
 
Table 6.13: Polarity of Slang Words 
S/No. Slang Meaning Score Orientation 
1 Alr Alright 0.25 Positive 
2 Chale Disagreement or Disapproval -0.0928 Negative 
3 Coolio Cool 0.080338 Positive 
4 Damn Condemn/Disbelief -0.16477 Negative 
5 Gonna Want to go 0.023256 Neutral 
6 gr8 Great 0.30814 Positive 
7 Haha Laughing 0.011628 Neutral 
8 Hamm Powerful 0.198863 Positive 
9 Happs Happy 0.5625 Positive 
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10 Hehehe Laughing -0.1875 Negative 
11 Hurr Greeting 0.523256 Positive 
12 Ll Laughing Loudly 0 Neutral 
13 Notta Not -0.67262 Negative 
14 Rofl Rolling On Floor Laughing 0.008854 Neutral 
15 Smh Shaking My Head -0.0671 Negative 
16 Tbh To Be Honest 0.261628 Positive 
17 Wanna Want to 0.011628 Neutral 
18 Xoxo Hugs and kisses 0.137839 Positive 
 
 
Table 6.14: Impact of Slangs on Sentiment Classification 
 Result (%) 
S1/S2 = With/Without Slangs 
Overall Positive Negative Neutral 
S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2 
Accuracy 87 85 89 85 95 93 65 65 
Precision   98 97 74 72 81 68 
Recall   89 85 95 93 65 65 
F-Score   93 91 83 81 72 67 
 
6.3.2.3 Comparative Performance 
Table 6.15 shows comparative performance of sentiment classification using slangs.  
Table 6.15: Comparative Performance 
 Method Precision Recall F-Score 
 
Positive 
Amiri H. et al. 
[296] 
72.34 96.59 82.72 
This work 97.50 88.64 92.86 
 
Negative 
Amiri H. et al. 
[296] 
96.45 58.80 73.06 
This work 74.07 95.23 83.33 
 
6.3.3 Context-aware spelling corrector 
This part of experimentation is concerned with evaluation of CASC. Wide range of 
experiments were performed to evaluate the proposed framework for detecting and 
correcting typographical error in the target sentences, which is the most frequently 
occurring error [297]. CASC covers context-aware spelling errors due to typographical 
errors using statistical language model (SLM). CASC includes two steps (i) Generation of 
candidate words list using hybrid similarity measures (ii) Correction of context-dependent 
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typographical error using SLM. Twelve thousand (12000) misspelled words in each 
category (insertion, deletion, replace, transpose) were used to calculate the average 
coverage of correct words in first n candidate words. All words were expressed as uni-
grams or bi-grams. OpinRank Review Dataset [275] was used for evaluation of CASC by 
selecting 400 reviews of hotel domain. 
 
6.3.3.1 Coverage of Similarity Measures 
Table 6.16 shows the words coverage using three similarity measures. 
Table 6.16: Coverage of different Similarity Measures 
 Cosine Jaccard Sorensen-Dice 
 Uni-grams Bi-grams Uni-grams Bi-grams Uni-grams Bi-grams 
Insertion 0.8785 0.9452 0.7120 0.9507 0.7120 0.9507 
Deletion 0.7661 0.8354 0.6640 0.8463 0.6640 0.8463 
Replace 0.5322 0.7941 0.4133 0.8222 0.4133 0.8222 
Transpose 1.0 0.4201 0.9682 0.4516 0.9682 0.4516 
Mean 0.7942 0.7487 0.6894 0.7677 0.6894 0.7677 
 
Bi-grams give high coverage than uni-grams except in case of transpose, because of edit 
distance greater than one. Jaccard and Sorensen-Dice have same results for all types.   
 
6.3.3.2 Percentage Coverage of Words 
Table 6.17 shows the coverage of Jaccard similarity index and Edit (Levenshtein) 
distance of sample words. 
 
Table 6.17: Percentage Coverage of Words 
Method Jaccard Edit-1 Edit-2 
Coverage(%) 80 80 96 
  
 
Levenshtein  (Edit distance 2) has highest coverage but generates very large number of 
words in most of cases, which is computationally expensive for SLM. For example edit 2 
generates 179 candidates on average with standard deviation of 137, which is 
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computationally expensive for the language model to evaluate the sentence for the 
intended word. The proposed method was tested which gives 92% words coverage on 
average and suggesting 15 to 40 words (adjustable) only, which takes less running time. 
The number of candidates can be reduced by excluding all candidates not found in the 
database of source text. It was observed during this study that 25% candidates can be 
reduced in this way. The framework also has a capability to reduce the number of 
candidates up to 89% using the candidates filter, because it has been found that the first 
letter is usually correct, as statistics are shown in table 6.18. 
Table 6.18: Statistics of Mistype Words 
Source Words First Letter is Correct (%) 
Artificial Dataset 12392 82 
Artificial Dataset 124930 90 
Natural Language 
Corpus [298] 
7841 96 
Mean  89 
 
 
6.3.3.3 Comparative Performance 
Table 6.19 shows the comparative performance of CASC using Bigram Language Model 
(After word of focus).  
 
Table 6.19: Comparative Performance of CASC 
Method Coverage (%) Suggested Words Accuracy (%) 
Base line 78 15 70 
dustwell.com [299] -- -- 86.6 
S.J. Swapnil et al. [300] -- -- 91.26 
CASC 90 to 94 15 - 40 93 
 
 
6.3.3.4 Impact of Spelling Correction on Sentiment Analysis 
Impact of spelling correction on sentiment analysis is shown in table 6.20. 
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Table 6.20: Impact of Spelling Correction on Sentiment Analysis (Hotel Reviews) 
 Precision Recall Accuracy 
W/O Correction 0.79 0.85 0.75 
Corrected 0.80 0.85 0.80 
 
 
6.4 Summary 
This chapter presents the empirical results of proposed lexicon-based sentiment analysis 
method. The system achieved 90.3% accuracy on average. The method was evaluated 
with blogs/microblogs data and online customer reviews. The task of sentiment analysis 
was performed at word/phrase level for microblogs and at sentence level for online 
customer reviews and blogs. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Conclusions  
In this chapter, summary of the solutions of the research questions identified in chapter 1 
is presented. Contributions and limitations of proposed method are also described in this 
chapter. A wide range of problems were identified during this study which offers the 
opportunities for future research work.  
 
7.1 Conclusions 
Sentiment analysis is a captivating research area in Computer Science due to the 
availability of large number of user-generated textual data. The proposed work aims to 
analyze the blogs and online customer reviews dataset by formulating, an efficient 
lexicon-based framework for sentiment analysis. It includes dictionaries and other 
machine readable resources to achieve the domain-independency. Wide range of 
experiments were performed, based on different datasets of blogs, microblogs and 
customer reviews. Following are the significant features of this research. 
 The proposed framework is based on opinion lexicons. Various lexicons, dictionaries 
and other machine-readable resources were assimilated for creating comprehensive 
knowledge base. Lexicon-based methods for sentiment analysis are robust, give good 
performance in cross-domain, and can be easily boosted with additional source of 
knowledge. LBA performed well on blog posting and online customer reviews.  
 Comprehensive preprocessing tasks were performed prior to analysis for semantic 
orientation. These tasks include (i) Removal of noisy text, URLs, query terms and 
punctuations (ii) Stemming, tokenization, WSD and POS tagging. 
 Contextual valence shifters such as negation and intensifiers were properly handled 
and scored to enhance the semantic orientation process of the target text. 
 A module is developed to acquire the additional knowledge from Web and other 
machine readable resources to enhance the stop words list and WSD process. WSD 
problem is solved with simple frequency-based approach.   
 The second major component of the proposed framework is “Slang‟s Detection and 
Scoring”. Slangs abbreviations are mostly used by the Internet users in their messages 
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due to its short length and are easy to interpret. Slangs affect the sentiment 
classification of the source text as shown in chapter 6. This module filters all non-
slang words to identify the slangs. The word is treated as a misspelled word and 
passed to the spell corrector if the system fails to recognize it as a slang.  
 The third major component of the proposed work is “Context-aware Spelling 
Corrector for Sentiment Analysis”. Spelling correction is the vital element for 
sentiment analysis because misspelled word may affect the sentiment score. CASC 
covers context-aware spelling errors due to typographical errors using SML for 
selecting correct word. There are two main objectives of CASC (i) To maximize the 
coverage and minimize the number (15-40), of suggested words.  (ii) Selecting SLM 
with highest likelihood.  
 Datasets were manually labeled and AlchemyAPI was also used for some datasets to 
determine the text polarity for testing purposes.   
 The empirical results show that the proposed method outperforms the other related 
methods and achieves accuracy of 90.3% on average, maximum precision up to 98% 
and maximum recall value up to 95% for different datasets. 
 CASC achieves 92% words coverage on average and 93% accuracy for correcting 
context-aware spelling. 
 
7.2 Limitations 
The NLP has various computational challenges due to the ambiguity present in the 
natural languages. Sometimes even humans cannot interpret the English sentence with 
100% reliability. The proposed work achieved promising results but there are number of 
limitations present in this study. These limitations are discussed below. 
 
 This research work is restricted to blogs and reviews written in English language. 
 The proposed framework based on lexicons. There is no single lexicon or set of 
lexicons that fulfill all requirements of sentiment analysis 100%. So the framework 
needs comprehensive and more dynamic knowledge base. 
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 Combination of negations and context valance shifters reduce the influence on 
sentiment polarity, for example “not very good”. On the other hand “really very 
good” enhance the polarity. This work has limited support for such cases.     
 WSD problem was solved with frequency-based approach but for better performance 
a sophisticated technique is required. Slang identification accuracy is below 70%. 
This is due to limited search of Web resources. Slang sentiment scoring needs further 
improvement to highlight effect of the slangs on sentiment analysis. 
 Context-aware spelling corrector is limited to “typographical” errors only. Bigrams 
and Trigrams SLM were evaluated to select the candidate with highest probability. 
Other models may perform better than these models. 
 
7.3 Future Directions 
The results are encouraging. However our research limitations raise several issues for 
future research work. Future research directions are outlined below. 
 The proposed work can be transformed into another language such as Urdu or Pastho. 
 More comprehensive and intelligent lexicon can be developed for better sentiment 
analysis. 
 Sentiment analysis results can be improved with deeper level of understanding the 
syntactic and semantic structures of the sentence.  
 Combining lexicon-based and learning-based approaches to improve the performance. 
 Word-sense disambiguation problem can solved using statistical language models. 
 Detection of sarcastic and ironic statements are two major problems to be addressed, 
to avoid misleading opinions.    
 Slangs identification process can be enhanced with extended search of Web resources. 
  Context-aware spelling corrector can be extended to cover errors other than 
“typographical”.  Similarly other statistical language models can be used with some 
feedback to improve the accuracy. 
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7.4 Contributions 
The major contributions of this research are as follows. 
 Removal of noisy text, not helpful in sentiment analysis using comprehensive and 
efficient preprocessing techniques. These techniques are specially designed to 
work with more complex and noisy text such as tweets which are considered 
much harder than conventional text. 
 Development of lexicon-based sentiment classification technique at word/phrase 
and sentence level. The proposed system uses comprehensive, dynamic and 
expandable lexicon based on existing lexicons and other machine-readable 
resources. 
 Detection and scoring of Internet slangs, and development of Context-aware 
spelling corrector for sentiment analysis. 
 Generation of artificial misspelled words dataset. 
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Appendix A 
SentiWordNet Lexicon 
POS = Part of Speech, PS = Positive Score, NS = Negative Score 
ObjectiveScore = 1 – (PS+NS) 
POS ID# PS NS SynsetTerms Gloss 
a 16532 0 0.375 torrential#3 pouring in abundance; 
"torrential rains" 
a 16647 0.125 0.5 verdant#1 characterized by abundance 
of verdure 
a 16756 0 0.25 scarce#1 “deficient in quantity or 
number compared with the 
demand”; "fresh vegetables 
were scarce during the 
drought" 
a 17024 0 0.875 rare#3 not widely distributed; "rare 
herbs"; "rare patches of green 
in the desert" 
a 17186 0 0.625 tight#6 “affected by scarcity and 
expensive to borrow”; "tight 
money"; "a tight market" 
a 17352 0 0.625 mistreated#1 maltreated#1 
ill-treated#1 abused#2 
subjected to cruel treatment; 
"an abused wife" 
a 17509 0 0.75 battered#3 exhibiting symptoms 
resulting from repeated 
physical and emotional 
injury; "a battered child"; 
"the battered woman 
syndrome" 
a 17688 0.375 0.25 unabused#1 not physically abused; treated 
properly 
a 17782 0.625 0 acceptable#1 “worthy of acceptance or 
satisfactory”; "acceptable 
levels of radiation"; 
"performances varied from 
acceptable to excellent" 
a 18069 0.25 0 bankable#2 acceptable to or at a bank; 
"bankable funds" 
a 18222 0.25 0.625 unimpeachable#3 
unexceptionable#1 
“completely acceptable”; not 
open to exception or 
reproach; "two 
unexceptionable witnesses"; 
"a judge's ethics should be 
unexceptionable" 
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a 20787 0.5 0 accommodative#1 
accommodating#1 
“helpful in bringing about a 
harmonious adaptation”; "the 
warden was always 
accommodating in allowing 
visitors in"; "made a special 
effort to be accommodating" 
a 21110 0.75 0 obliging#1 complaisant#1 “showing a cheerful 
willingness to do favors for 
others”; "to close one's eyes 
like a complaisant husband 
whose wife has taken a 
lover"; "the obliging waiter 
was in no hurry for us to 
leave" 
a 21403 0.25 0.25 unobliging#1 
unaccommodating#1 
not accommodating; "the 
unaccommodating bus driver 
pulled out while she was 
banging on the door" 
a 21592 0.125 0.25 uncooperative#2 
disobliging#1 
intentionally 
unaccommodating; "the 
action was not offensive to 
him but proved somewhat 
disobliging" 
a 21766 0.5 0 accurate#1 “conforming exactly or 
almost exactly to fact or to a 
standard or performing with 
total accuracy”; "an accurate 
reproduction"; "the 
accounting was accurate"; 
"accurate measurements"; 
"an accurate scale" 
a 22219 0.625 0 faithful#2 close#5 “marked by fidelity to an 
original”; "a close 
translation"; "a faithful copy 
of the portrait"; "a faithful 
rendering of the observed 
facts" 
a 22437 0.625 0.25 dead-on#1 “accurate and to the point”; 
"a dead-on feel for 
characterization"; "She 
avoids big scenes...preferring 
to rely on small gestures and 
dead-on dialogue"- Peter 
S.Prescott 
a 22680 0.5 0.125 high-fidelity#1 hi-fi#1 “characterized by minimal 
distortion in sound 
reproduction”; "a high-
fidelity recording"; "a hi-fi 
system" 
a 22852 0.5 0 surgical#3 performed with great 
precision; "a surgical air 
strike" 
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a 22962 0 0 straight#5 “in keeping with the facts”; 
"set the record straight"; 
"made sure the facts were 
straight in the report" 
a 23120 0.125 0 true#2 dead_on_target#1 “accurately placed or 
thrown”; "his aim was true"; 
"he was dead on target" 
a 23278 0.875 0 veracious#2 right#14 precisely accurate; "a 
veracious account" 
a 23383 0.125 0.625 inaccurate#1 not exact; "an inaccurate 
translation"; "the 
thermometer is inaccurate" 
a 23655 0 0 outside#10 away#3 “(of a baseball pitch) on the 
far side of home plate from 
the batter”; "the pitch was 
away (or wide)"; "an outside 
pitch" 
a 23854 0.125 0.75 wrong#9 incorrect#4 
faulty#2 
“characterized by errors”; not 
agreeing with a model or not 
following established rules; 
"he submitted a faulty 
report"; "an incorrect 
transcription"; the wrong side 
of the road" 
a 24139 0 0.5 unfaithful#4 not trustworthy; "an 
unfaithful reproduction" 
a 24241 0 0.625 wide_of_the_mark#1 
wide#7 
not on target; "the kick was 
wide"; "the arrow was wide 
of the mark"; "a claim that 
was wide of the truth" 
a 24417 0.125 0 accustomed#1 “(often followed by `to') in 
the habit of or adapted to”; 
"accustomed to doing her 
own work"; "I've grown 
accustomed to her face" 
a 24619 0 0.375 wont_to#1 used_to#1 in the habit; "I am used to 
hitchhiking"; "you'll get used 
to the idea"; "...was wont to 
complain that this is a cold 
world"- Henry David 
Thoreau 
a 24834 0 0.75 unaccustomed#1 “not habituated to”; 
unfamiliar with; 
"unaccustomed to wearing 
suits" 
a 24996 0 0.125 new#11 unfamiliar; "new 
experiences"; "experiences 
new to him"; "errors of 
someone new to the job" 
a 25138 0 0.125 unused#4 infrequently exposed to; "feet 
unused to shoes" 
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a 25238 0 0.125 acidic#1 “being or containing an 
acid”; “of a solution having 
an excess of hydrogen atoms 
(having a pH of less than 7)” 
a 25470 0 0.375 acid#3 “having the characteristics of 
an acid”; "an acid reaction" 
a 25633 0 0.5 acid-forming#1 “yielding an acid in aqueous 
solution” 
a 25728 0 0 alkaline#1 alkalic#1 “relating to or containing an 
alkali”; “having a pH greater 
than 7”; "alkaline soils 
derived from chalk or 
limestone" 
a 26051 0.125 0.375 alkalescent#1 
alcalescent#1 
“tending to become 
alkaline”; “slightly alkaline” 
a 26168 0.25 0 basic#4 “of or denoting or of the 
nature of or containing a 
base” 
a 26294 0.125 0.125 base-forming#1 “yielding a base in aqueous 
solution” 
a 26388 0.25 0.125 saltlike#1 “resembling a compound 
formed by replacing 
hydrogen in an acid by a 
metal” 
n 9493374 0 0 charon#1 “(Greek mythology) the 
ferryman who brought the 
souls of the dead across the 
river Styx or the river 
Acheron to Hades” 
n 9493562 0 0 chimera#1 chimaera#1 “(Greek mythology) fire-
breathing female monster 
with a lion's head and a goat's 
body and a serpent's tail; 
daughter of Typhon” 
n 9493807 0 0.25 chiron#1 “(Greek mythology) the 
learned centaur who tutored 
Achilles, Asclepius, 
Hercules, Jason, and other 
heroes” 
n 9493983 0 0 circe#1 “(Greek mythology) a 
sorceress who detained 
Odysseus on her island and 
turned his men into swine” 
n 9494149 0 0 cockatrice#1 “monster hatched by a reptile 
from a cock's egg; able to kill 
with a glance” 
n 9494280 0 0 dardanus#1 “(Greek mythology) founder 
of Troy” 
n 9494388 0 0 firedrake#1 dragon#1 “a creature of Teutonic 
mythology”; “usually 
represented as breathing fire 
and having a reptilian body 
and sometimes wings” 
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n 9494609 0 0 fafnir#1 “(Norse mythology) the 
Norse dragon that guarded a 
treasure and was slain by 
Sigurd” 
n 9494764 0 0 ganymede#1 “(Greek mythology) a Trojan 
boy who was so beautiful 
that Zeus carried him away to 
serve as cupbearer to the 
gods” 
n 9494951 0 0 geryon#1 “(Greek mythology) a 
mythical monster with three 
heads that was slain by 
Hercules” 
n 9495103 0 0 gorgon#1 “(Greek mythology) any of 
three winged sister monsters 
and the mortal Medusa who 
had live snakes for hair; a 
glance at Medusa turned the 
beholder to stone” 
n 9495382 0.375 0 grace#5 “(Greek mythology) one of 
three sisters who were the 
givers of beauty and charm; a 
favorite subject for sculptors” 
n 9495619 0.125 0 aglaia#1 “(Greek mythology) one of 
the three Graces” 
n 9495732 0.125 0 euphrosyne#1 “(Greek mythology) one of 
the three Graces” 
n 9495849 0.125 0 thalia#2 “(Greek mythology) one of 
the three Graces” 
n 9495962 0 0 gryphon#1 griffon#1 
griffin#1 
“winged monster with the 
head of an eagle and the 
body of a lion” 
n 9496099 0 0 harpy#2 “(Greek mythology) vicious 
winged monster; often 
depicted as a bird with the 
head of a woman” 
n 9496261 0 0 hydra#1 “(Greek mythology) monster 
with nine heads; when struck 
off each head was replaced 
by two new ones; "Hydra 
was slain by Hercules"” 
n 9496460 0 0 hyperborean#1 “(Greek mythology) one of a 
people that the ancient 
Greeks believed lived in a 
warm and sunny land north 
of the source of the north 
wind” 
n 9496673 0 0 hypnos#1 “(Greek mythology) the 
Greek god of sleep”; “the son 
of Nyx” 
n 9496802 0 0 leviathan#2 “monstrous sea creature 
symbolizing evil in the Old 
Testament” 
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n 9496918 0 0 niobe#1 “(Greek mythology) the 
daughter of Tantalus whose 
boasting about her children 
provoked Apollo and 
Artemis to slay them all”; 
“Niobe was turned to stone 
while bewailing her loss” 
n 9497163 0 0 perseus#1 “(Greek mythology) the son 
of Zeus who slew Medusa 
(with the help of Athena and 
Hermes) and rescued 
Andromeda from a sea 
monster” 
n 9497364 0 0 andromeda#3 “(Greek mythology) an 
Ethiopian princess and 
daughter of Cassiopeia; she 
was fastened to a rock and 
exposed to a sea monster that 
was sent by Poseidon, but 
she was rescued by Perseus 
and became his wife” 
n 9497641 0 0 cepheus#1 “(Greek mythology) king of 
Ethiopia and husband of 
Cassiopeia” 
n 9497775 0 0 cassiopeia#1 “(Greek mythology) the wife 
of Cepheus and mother of 
Andromeda” 
n 9497913 0 0 medusa#1 “(Greek mythology) a 
woman transformed into a 
Gorgon by Athena; she was 
slain by Perseus” 
n 9498072 0 0 stheno#1 “(Greek mythology) one of 
the three Gorgons” 
n 9498186 0 0 euryale#1 “(Greek mythology) one of 
the three Gorgons” 
n 9498301 0 0 mantiger#1 manticore#1 
manticora#1 mantichora#1 
“a mythical monster having 
the head of man (with horns) 
and the body of a lion and the 
tail of a scorpion” 
n 9498497 0 0 midas#1 “(Greek legend) the greedy 
king of Phrygia who 
Dionysus gave the power to 
turn everything he touched 
into gold” 
r 188600 0 0 very_much_like#1 
much_as#1 
in a similar way 
r 188669 0 0 popularly#1 among the people; "this topic 
was popularly discussed" 
r 188779 0.375 0 enthusiastically#1 with enthusiasm; in an 
enthusiastic manner; "they 
discussed the question 
enthusiastically" 
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r 188950 0.375 0 unenthusiastically#1 without enthusiasm; showing 
no enthusiasm; "the children 
opened the presents 
unenthusiastically" 
r 189129 0.25 0 intellectually#1 in an intellectual manner; 
"intellectually gifted 
children"; "intellectually 
influenced" 
r 189278 0 0.125 professedly#1 with pretense or intention to 
deceive; "is only professedly 
poor" 
r 189401 0 0 someday#1 some unspecified time in the 
future; "someday you will 
understand my actions" 
r 189514 0.125 0 hyperbolically#1 
exaggeratedly#1 
in an exaggerated manner 
r 189615 0.5 0 nimbly#1 agilely#1 “in a nimble or agile manner; 
with quickness and lightness 
and ease”; "nimbly scaling an 
iron gate"- Charles Dickens; 
"leaped agilely from roof to 
roof" 
r 189846 0.125 0 proudly#1 with pride; in a proud 
manner; "he walked proudly 
into town" 
r 189960 0.125 0 solemnly#1 in a grave and sedate manner; 
"the judge sat there 
solemnly" 
r 190075 0 0 divinely#1 by divine means; "the 
divinely appointed means of 
rescue from temporal 
existence" 
r 190211 0 0 god_knows_how#1 by some means not 
understood by the speaker; 
"God knows how he did it, 
but he did climbed that steep 
wall" 
r 190359 0.25 0 clumsily#1 in a clumsy manner; "he 
snatched the bills clumsily" 
r 190466 0.125 0 diffusely#1 in a diffuse manner; "the 
arteries were diffusely 
narrowed" 
r 190581 0 0 irregularly#4 in an irregular manner; "the 
stomach mucosa was 
irregularly blackened" 
r 190709 0 0 coarsely#1 in coarse pieces; "the 
surfaces were coarsely 
granular" 
r 190837 0 0 finely#1 in tiny pieces; "the surfaces 
were finely granular" 
r 190959 0 0 intensely#1 in an intense manner; "he 
worked intensely" 
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r 191058 0 0 et_alibi#1 et_al.#2 et_al#2 “and elsewhere (used when 
referring to other occurrences 
in a text)” 
r 191178 0 0 et_alii#1 et_aliae#1 
et_alia#1 et_al.#1 et_al#1 
“and others ('et al.' is used as 
an abbreviation of `et alii' 
(masculine plural) or `et 
aliae' (feminine plural) or `et 
alia' (neuter plural) when 
referring to a number of 
people)”; "the data reported 
by Smith et al." 
r 191467 0 0 cf.#1 cf#1 compare (used in texts to 
point the reader to another 
location in the text) 
r 191579 0 0 ie#1 id_est#1 i.e.#1 that is to say; in other words 
r 191656 0 0 continuously#1 at every point; "The function 
is continuously 
differentiable" 
r 191776 0.125 0 reflexly#1 in a reflex manner; "such 
effects can be induced 
reflexly" 
r 191889 0.125 0 spontaneously#1 in a spontaneous manner; 
"this shift occurs 
spontaneously" 
r 192007 0 0 sympathetically#1 with respect to the 
sympathetic nervous system; 
"the stimulus acted 
sympathetically" 
r 192153 0.375 0 sympathetically#2 
empathetically#1 
in a sympathetic manner; 
"she listened to him 
sympathetically" 
r 192330 0.25 0 unsympathetically#1 without sympathy; in an 
unsympathetic manner; "the 
judge listened to the accused 
unsympathetically" 
r 192511 0.375 0 convincingly#1 in a convincing manner; "he 
argued convincingly" 
r 192636 0.25 0 unconvincingly#1 in an unconvincing manner; 
"he argued unconvincingly" 
v 811995 0 0.5 shy_away_from#1 avoid having to deal with 
some unpleasant task; "I shy 
away from this task" 
v 812149 0.125 0 shun#1 eschew#1 avoid and stay away from 
deliberately; stay clear of 
v 812298 0 0.5 face_up#1 face#1 
confront#2 
deal with (something 
unpleasant) head on; "You 
must confront your 
problems"; "He faced the 
terrible consequences of his 
mistakes" 
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v 812580 0 0 deliberate#2 debate#3 “discuss the pros and cons of 
an issue” 
v 812882 0 0 vex#4 “subject to prolonged 
examination, discussion, or 
deliberation”; "vex the 
subject of the death penalty" 
v 813044 0 0 turn_over#9 moot#1 
deliberate#1 debate#2 
consider#5 
“think about carefully”; 
weigh; "They considered the 
possibility of a strike"; "Turn 
the proposal over in your 
mind" 
v 813495 0 0 wrestle#2 “engage in deep thought”, 
“consideration, or debate”; "I 
wrestled with this decision 
for years" 
v 813651 0 0 kick_around#3 bandy#3 discuss lightly; "We bandied 
around these difficult 
questions" 
v 813790 0 0 moderate#1 lead#14 
chair#2 
preside over; "John 
moderated the discussion" 
v 813978 0 0 talk_over#1 hash_out#1 
discuss#2 
“speak with others about 
(something)”; “talk 
(something) over in detail”; 
have a discussion; "We 
discussed our household 
budget" 
v 814458 0.5 0.125 blaspheme#2 “speak of in an irreverent or 
impious manner”; 
"blaspheme God" 
v 814621 0 0 hold_forth#1 dissertate#1 
discourse#3 
“talk at length and formally 
about a topic”; "The speaker 
dissertated about the social 
politics in 18th century 
England" 
v 814850 0 0 refute#1 rebut#1 overthrow by argument, 
evidence, or proof; "The 
speaker refuted his 
opponent's arguments" 
v 815171 0 0 answer#5 “give a defence or refutation 
of (a charge) or in (an 
argument)”; "The defendant 
answered to all the charges of 
the prosecution" 
v 815379 0 0 counter#1 speak in response; "He 
countered with some very 
persuasive arguments" 
v 815539 0.25 0 field#3 “answer adequately or 
successfully”; "The lawyer 
fielded all questions from the 
press" 
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v 815686 0 0.25 respond#2 reply#1 
answer#1 
react verbally; "She didn't 
want to answer"; "answer the 
question"; "We answered that 
we would accept the 
invitation" 
v 816143 0 0 sass#1 “answer back in an impudent 
or insolent manner”; "don't 
sass me!"; "The teacher 
punished the students who 
were sassing all morning"; 
v 816353 0 0 riposte#2 return#8 retort#1 
repay#4 rejoin#2 
come_back#4 
answer back 
v 816556 0 0.875 deny#1 declare untrue; contradict; 
"He denied the allegations"; 
"She denied that she had 
taken money" 
v 816828 0 0.875 repudiate#4 reject as untrue, unfounded, 
or unjust; "She repudiated the 
accusations" 
v 817003 0 0 deny#2 “refuse to accept or believe”; 
"He denied his fatal illness" 
v 817167 0 0.25 deny#7 “refuse to recognize or 
acknowledge”; "Peter denied 
Jesus" 
v 817311 0.125 0 admit#1 acknowledge#1 “declare to be true or admit 
the existence or reality or 
truth of”; "He admitted his 
errors"; "She acknowledged 
that she might have 
forgotten" 
v 817752 0 0 make_no_bones_about#1 acknowledge freely and 
openly; "He makes no bones 
about the fact that he is gay" 
v 817909 0 0 own_up#1 
make_a_clean_breast_of#1 
fess_up#1 
admit or acknowledge a 
wrongdoing or error; "the 
writer of the anonymous 
letter owned up after they 
identified his handwriting" 
v 818135 0 0.25 superannuate#2 declare to be obsolete 
v 818253 0 0 bastardize#2 bastardise#2 declare a child to be 
illegitimate 
v 818422 0 0 sustain#6 admit as valid; "The court 
sustained the motion" 
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Appendix B 
Frequently used Emoticons and their meanings  
Icon  Meaning 
[ :{  Frown, sad 
;(  “Winky frowny, used to signify sadness, with a bit of 
sarcasm.” 
:-|| :@ >:(  Angry 
:'-( :'(  Crying 
:'-) :')  “Tears of happiness” 
D:< D: D8 D; D= DX v.v D-':  “Horror, disgust, sadness, great dismay” 
>:O :-O :O :-o :o 8-0 O_O o-o O_o o_O o_o  
O-O  
“Surprise, shock, yawn” 
:* :^* ( '}{' )  “Kiss, couple kissing” 
;-) ;) *-) *) ;-] ;] ;D ;^) :-,  Wink, smirk 
>:P :-P :P X-P x-p xp XP :-p :p =p :-Þ :Þ :þ :-
þ :-b :b d:  
“Tongue sticking out, cheeky/playful, blowing a 
raspberry” 
>:\ >:/ :-/ :-. :/ :\ =/ =\ :L =L :S >.<  “Skeptical, annoyed, undecided, uneasy, hesitant” 
:| :-|  “Straight face no expression, indecision” 
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:$  “Embarrassed, blushing” 
:-X :X :-# :#  “Sealed lips or wearing braces” 
O:-) 0:-3 0:3 0:-) 0:) 0;^)  “Angel, saint, innocent” 
>:) >;) >:-)  Evil 
}:-) }:) 3:-) 3:)  Devilish 
o/\o ^5 >_>^ ^<_<  High five  
|;-) |-O  Cool, bored/yawning 
:-& :&  Tongue-tied 
#-)  Partied all night 
%-) %)  Drunk, confused 
:-###.. :###..  Being sick 
<:-|  Dumb, dunce-like 
ಠ_ಠ  Look of disapproval 
<*)))-{ ><(((*> ><>  Fish, something's fishy, Christian fish 
\o/  Cheer "Yay, yay."  
*\0/*  Cheerleader 
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@}-;-'--- @>-->--  Rose 
<3 </3  Heart and broken-heart (reverse-rotation)  
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Appendix C 
Part of Slangs Dictionary Used 
Slang Meaning 
*g* grin 
*s* smile 
a$$ a** 
a&f always and forever 
a.i.m. aol instant messanger 
a/l age and location 
a/m away message 
a/s/l age,sex,location 
a/s/l/p age/sex/location/picture 
a/s/l/r age, sex, location, race 
a1t anyone there 
a3 anyplace, anywhere, anytime 
aaaaa American Assosciation Against Acronym Abuse 
aabf as a best friend 
aaf as a friend 
aak Alive and Kicking 
aamof as a matter of fact 
aatf always and totally forever 
abd Already Been Done 
abend absent by enforced net deprivation 
abft About f**king Time 
aboot about 
absnt absent 
abt about 
abwt about 
acc account 
acct account 
acgaf Absolutely could-not give a f**k 
ack acknowledged 
bbl8a Be Back Later 
bblig Be back later...i guess 
bbm BlackBerry Messenger 
bbml be back much later 
bbn be back never 
bbol be back online later 
bbp Banned by parents 
bbq be back quick 
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bbrs be back really soon 
bbs be back soon 
bbsts be back some time soon 
bbt be back tomorrow 
bbtn be back tonite 
bbvl Be Back Very Later 
bbw be back whenever 
bbwb best buddy with boobs 
bbwe be back whenever 
bbwl be back way later 
bby baby 
bbz babes 
bc because 
bch b***h 
bck back 
bcnu be seeing you 
bcnul8r be seeing you later 
cmw cutting my wrists 
cn can 
cnc Command and Conquer 
cnt cannot 
cob close of business 
cod Call of Duty 
cod4 call of duty 4 
cod5 call of duty 5 
code 29 moderator is watching 
code 8 parents are watching 
code 9 Parents are watching 
code9 other people near by 
cof Crying on the floor 
coiwta come on i wont tell anyone 
col crying out loud 
dqydj do-not quit your day job 
dr00d druid 
drc do-not really care 
drm dream 
drood druid 
dsided decided 
dsu do-not screw up 
dt double team 
dta do-not Trust Anyone 
dtb do-not text back 
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dth down to hang 
dtl d**n the luck 
dtp do-not Type Please 
dtrt do the right thing 
dts do-not think so 
dttm do-not talk to me 
dttml do-not talk to me loser 
dttpou do-not tell the police on us 
dttriaa do-not tell the RIAA 
fibijar f**k it buddy, I am just a reserve 
fifo first in, first out 
fify Fixed It For You 
figjam f**k I am good, just ask me 
figmo F*ck it-got my orders 
fiic f**ked If I Care 
fiik f**ked If I Know 
fimh forever in my heart 
f-ing f**king 
fio figure it out 
fitb fill in the blank 
fiv five 
iwfusb i wanna f**k you so bad 
iwfy I want to f**k you 
iwfybo i will f**k your brains out 
iwg it was good 
iwhi I would hit it 
iwhswu I want to have sex with you 
iwjk i was just kidding 
iwk I would not know 
iwlu4e I will love you for ever 
iwmu i will miss you 
iwmy i will miss you 
iws i want sex 
iwsn i want sex now 
iwsul8r I will see you later 
CD9 Code 9, parents are around 
CHK Check 
CUL8R See you later 
DAM Don’t annoy me 
DD Dear daughter 
DF Dear fiancé 
DP used to mean “profile pic” 
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DS Dear son 
DYK Did you know, Do you know 
EM/EML Email 
EMA Email address 
F2F /FTF Face to face 
FB Facebook, F--- buddy 
FF Follow Friday 
FFS For F---‘s Sake 
FML F--- my life. 
FOTD Find of the day 
FTW For the win, F--- the world 
FUBAR F---ed up beyond all repair (slang from the US Military) 
FWIW For what its worth. 
GMAFB Give me a f---ing break 
GTFOOH Get the f--- out of here 
GTS Guess the song 
HAGN Have a good night 
HAND Have a nice day 
HOTD Headline of the day 
HT Heard through 
HTH Hope that helps 
IC I see 
ICYMI In case you missed it, a quick way to apologize for 
retweeting your own material 
IDK I do-not know 
IIRC If I remember correctly 
IMHO In my humble opinion. 
IRL In real life 
IWSN I want sex now 
JK Just kidding, joke 
JSYK Just so you know 
JV Joint venture 
KK Kewl kewl, or ok, got it 
KYSO Knock your socks off 
LHH Laugh hella hard (stronger version of LOL) 
LMAO Laughing my ass off 
LMK Let me know 
LO Little One (child) 
LOL Laugh out loud 
MM Music Monday 
MIRL Meet in real life 
MRJN Marijuana 
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NBD No big deal 
NCT Nobody cares, though 
NFW No f---ing way 
NJoy Enjoy 
NSFW Not safe for work 
NTS Note to self 
OH Overheard 
OMFG Oh my f---ing God 
OOMF One of my friends/followers 
ORLY Oh, really? 
PLMK Please let me know 
PNP Party and Play (drugs and sex) 
QOTD quote of the day 
RE In reply to, in regards to 
RLRT Real-life re-tweet, a close cousin to OH 
RTFM Read the f---ing manual 
RTQ Read the question 
SFW Safe for work 
SMDH Shaking my damn head, SMH, only more so 
SMH Shaking my head 
SNAFU Situation normal, all f---ed up (slang from the US Military) 
SO Significant Other 
SOB Son of a B---- 
SRS Serious 
STFU Shut the f--- up! 
STFW Search the f---ing web! 
TFTF Thanks for the follow 
TFTT Thanks for this tweet 
TJ Tweetjack, or joining a conversation belatedly to contribute 
to a tangent 
TL Timeline 
TLDR/TL;DR Too long, didn’t read 
TMB Tweet me back 
TT Trending topic 
TY Thank you 
TYIA Thank you in advance 
TYT Take your time 
TYVW Thank you very much 
W or W/ With 
W/E or WE Whatever or weekend 
WTV Whatever 
YGTR You got that right 
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YKWIM You know what I mean 
YKYAT You know you are addicted to 
YMMV Your mileage may vary 
YOLO You only live once 
YOYO you are on your own 
YW you are welcome 
ZOMG OMG to the max 
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Appendix D 
Polarity Classification with Sentiment Scores of Sample Hotel Reviews 
S# Review Polarity SentiScore 
1 located suburb city limits not recommend  
do-not want spend time travelling back 
forth tourist using public transportation 
better car quiet, safe, very clean 
comfortable grounds gated beautiful staff 
exceptionally pleasant supermarket just 
street good restaurant just bit 
Pos 4.881042 
2 experienced very good service time day late 
night clean nicely set-up enjoyed morning 
breakfasts, very Italian 
Pos 2.876666 
3 spent week hotel could appreciate staff 
friendliness service environment perfect, 
mix tradition modern services 
Pos 2.03125 
4 great time staying know annoying rules 
limitations hotels staying family really try 
work matter time checked morning 
cappuccino machine anyways make stay 
hotel worth make feel comfortable business 
leisure Thanks very 
Pos 0.270833 
5 great spacious very friendly not tourists but 
liked city, well local resources Location just 
busy city ( plus still close sights place 
Pos 4.43 
6 experienced very good service time day late 
night clean nicely set-up enjoyed morning 
breakfasts, very Italian 
Pos 2.876666 
7 spent week hotel could appreciate staff 
friendliness service environment perfect, 
mix tradition modern services 
Pos 2.03125 
8 staff genuinely friendly helpful service 
accomodate ensure could find good hotel 
fully booked environment comfortable staff 
great 
Pos 4.565416 
9 staff could-not helpful best own 
construction company ad just do-not 
customer service U.S hotel manger helped 
request picked ensure care stay everytime 
very clean service awesome 
Pos 2.93 
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10 “hotel traditional light Italian type foods 
wonderful espresso Spacious free parking, 
but Ring bit convenient travel center staff 
clean pleasant wireless but available lobby” 
Pos 3.701042 
11 resort clean beautiful spaceous complaint 
little main attractions bus stop right hotel 
minute bus ride closest metro station hotel 
excellent hotel offered best breakfast 
spread spacious friendly staff 
Pos 2.026495 
12 staff amazing hotel easy nice spot tranquil 
suburb close enough quickly Rome, but 
enough peace relaxation staff amazing 
attentive, value great breakfast superb 
coming back, recommend hotel highly 
Pos 7.9 
13 great time perfect hotel first place hotel 
secondly people work recepionists cleaners 
else big ready help serve case not consider 
workers but treated surelly back sometime 
future 
Pos 5.285417 
14 Driving hotel luxury hotel elegantly 
appointed, sleeping beautiful bathroom 
reminded spa staff extremely helpful 
friendly Driving hotel did-not expect find 
gem grocery store just street, bus stop trip 
downtown Rome, using public 
transportation rather long travelling 
children, benefited laundry facility hotel ( 
definitely stay 
Pos 3.13125 
15 great place stay visiting wonderful Car 
plenty parking very secure gated right front 
hotel hotels just  do-not parking couple 
miles subway hotel helped direct good 
place leave car free parking Driving arounf 
crazy parking few hotel loactions Plenty 
Parking super nice staff recommend return 
visit Rome, am retrun stay really very nice 
internet TV private 
Pos 3.968334 
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16 families traveling ( people traveled 
Germany, Italy days stayed hotels best hotel 
trip clean comfortable, towels soft, 
complimentary breakfast delicious service 
excellent best definitely recommend 
mentions traveling enjoyable stay Note: 
easily accessible bus best caught metro stop 
Exit bus immediately passing right 
Pos 7.066667 
17 excellent position position hotel not close 
Historical monuments ( klm but really quiet 
can reach hotel car bus, parking place really 
convenient hotel surounded really nice 
garden stay weather conditions excellent 
really enjoyed morning coffe beautiful 
garden service excellent really confortable 
strongly recommend facilities visit vacation 
Pos 7.390278 
18 great spacious very friendly not tourists but 
liked city, well local resources Location just 
busy city ( plus still close sights place 
Pos 4.43 
19 very close ( min city center, nice overview, 
great service 
Pos 0.095 
20 nice hotel miles west very clean setting 
quiet converted farm house looks elegant 
beautiful yard garden big palm trees do car 
but took bus stops street station took trains 
city center pleasant experience Breakfasts 
very good ham cheese very good pastries 
cereal goodies bar makes coffee want 
Pos 6.5025 
21 hotel conditioning not do clean towels twice 
night stay extra bed sleeping ironing board 
attitude service rude uncaring situation else 
save nightmare 
Neg -1.030609 
22 did-not hotel staff encountered, very 
unfriendly, especially reception desk day 
paid night double view Pantheon, over-
priced paying view location, but never 
expected staff unfriendly, times, rude 
totally ruined enjoyment hotel travel 
summer never experience hotel good can 
say hotel location view qualities great, but 
Neg -3.407262 
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unfriendliness overwhelming very 
unpleasant do say, terrace bar not open, 
maybe friendlier maids looked very 
unhappy sign not treated well tipped maid 
very well day, worked hard but shabby 
stayed hundreds hotels price hotel 
welcomed open-arms feel family Not hotel 
never stay 
23 amazing experiences people same hotel just 
back week trip Italy nights spent hotel worst 
conditioning hot water showering, shower 
head broken, clean towels, sheets soaps 
twice night stay front desk staff could-not 
rude unaccommodating triple adults third 
bed better cot Truly, fabulous location but 
gladly walked blocks stay hotel 
Neg 3.407353 
24  Planet, Milazzo, Pension name represents 
floor building offering same prices  " 
services relatively clean, but make dont end 
next door breakfast woken am fail breakfast 
offer nothing not fresh bread roll 
marmalade exception Daniele, do-not 
expect customer service staff too 
requesting forgotten hand towel rude 
rebuffal keep steady eye pick-pockets 
crowded buses, do exist openly operate 
daily best cities world visit 
Neg 1.47701 
25  am struggling determine international 
travel, worse experience moment, can help 
surly, argumentative petty furniture could-
not give ( minutes could-not received 
computers buzzed-in past security glass 
place reminded ladies night utilize greeted 
graffiti garbage elevator well ( stayed credit 
card number, hours sleep, p.m., raining 
trudge flights stairs door elevator well push 
button intercom door finally actually same 
building, floors apparently allowned same 
people, help ( could call work hotels 
simultaneously view garbage-filled alleyway 
buildings 4-bed actually very double beds 
wedged step beds bathroom bathroom, 
moldy water left morning ( soon could 
group arguing vociferously help cleanliness 
actually dust-balls plastic bag gross help 
arguing loudly black comedy preferably 
blocks found cheaper, clean, attractive 
Neg -0.841554 
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Otherwise, raining, sleep ground inside 
cleaner, people likely nicer mention 
mattresses fell springs, leaving bed frame 
collapsed wife toes 
26  place cheap stayed night enough hotels 
same street better money Biggest moan 
booked reserved credit card demanded 
payment cash front last day trip, meant 
changing pounds euros just pay hotel place 
dump, dirty very unsafe place duty 
reception time, certainly not evening told 
breakfast ( paid cafe arrival morning told 
nothing can greatful night 
Neg -1.930887 
27  not hotel rent-a-room hour, stayed night, 
thankfully bed, comforter kinds stains 
shower curtain moldy looked had-not 
replaced shower walls black mildew tiles, 
cracks walls, paint chipped front stoop 
leading bathroom missing broken hotel 
inside residential building graffiti walls 
inside elevator stairs leading had-not 
cleaned covered dirt charging internet, not 
free not stay free stay names hotel hotel 
do-not do hotel, worst experience husband 
kill fell shower, death easier bear took 
shower slippers left curtain open, did-not 
dare touch joke should not offer place 
travel websites, con job Please burn money 
rather spending hotel bringing kids place, 
catch not fit homeless people, better street 
Neg -3.269791 
28  night dreadful hotel night too could cried 
entering reception area bedroom booked 
good friend ( awaited trip guided shown 
hotel list facilities not ready, booked 
months earlier, chairs reception left wet 
disgusting clinging hand bedroom dark, 
dirty shabbily furnished bed sheets looked 
moth holes, shower curtain covered mould 
bathroom tiny loo, could wash hands sink 
feet shower, same time dressing table unit 
chewed end drawers telephone names etc., 
beautifully scrawled inside pen, giving 
appearance school desk ! consisted scrap 
Neg 5.345479 
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paper attend bar road croissant coffee, 
standing consume luckily weather pleasant 
sum euros night rip first night paid advance, 
but am next morning staff phoning 
demanding payment cash following nights 
Needless say, mass exodus disgusting hotel 
promptly took place am Aphrodite, literally 
corner quickly arrangements accommodate 
very short notice euros night double room 
breakfast hotel lovely clean, well equipped 
furnished included mini bars, tv, hairdryers 
etc., staff fantastic, attentive extremely 
helpful continental buffet style breakfast 
top dining lovely conclusion, should 
reported false representation obvious not 
people hoodwinked substantial amount 
money fortunate friend switched did-not 
meet demands pay front remaining nights 
Nevertheless made euros party night sorry 
friend, gone trouble arrange trip 
responsible extremely tight budge, shabby 
could accepted much lower price, but dirty 
shabby euros night 
29  hotel well placed trains, buses taxis friend 
booked party nights paid first night advance 
credit card arrival not ready dirty, 
conditioning not bathrooms dirty arrival 
staff pay full, cash intended pay credit card 
insufficient cash stated credit cards 
accepted payment due leaving Staff 
adamant obtained cash pay advance 
bathrooms same charged euros night 
stayed night paid found breakfast next day 
croissant coffee coffee bar road standing 
immediately searched alternative hotel 
moved just round corner night, clean clean 
bathrooms buffet breakfast pleasant hotel 
restaurant booked paid deposit credit card 
cancel now contact credit card company 
block payments better cancel credit card 
just case moral story check  " trip advisor 
travel 
Neg -1.398671 
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30  disgusting took party day cultural paid first 
nights fee advance credit card, enough, 
expect arrival demanded cash full remaining 
nights, stated not accept credit card 
payments filthy showers broken, beds 
stained place infested incects resemblance 
shown ticket breakfast local cafe breadroll 
cup coffee stand up, crowded first night, 
ringing demanding payment next nights 
place dump reporting Italian Board, photos  
" Doss false representation actually great 
city visit, but visit ruin moved en-mass could 
receptionist not suprised obviously regular 
event could embarrased nearby euros night 
cheaper, star, clean modern substantial 
breakfast, access garden hotel truely worst 
hotel stayed warned 
Neg -2.436408 
31  Disgrace Efforts place shut health risk, fire 
risk personal safety risk Please  do-not book 
walk place, just look elevator, convince not 
stay euro can stay yards star hotel Please 
do-not make mistake did money [ hole 
Neg -1.315564 
32  nights but arrival not ready place dirty, 
conditioning not bathrooms dirty, beds dirty 
shabby pay remainder cash day bathrooms 
same charged euros night next day 
croissant coffee coffee bar road paid euro 
hotel but do-not expect sit eat stay long 
party contacted pay bill cash straight first 
night moved just round corner night, clean 
bathrooms breakfast hotel restaurant 
instead booked paid deposit credit card  " 
phone cancel card leave just case 
Neg -2.989262 
33  not stated booking hotel floor bathroom 
tiny smelt due poor ventilation bathroom 
walls soap marks double bed single 
mattresses pushed hence husband keep 
pushing foams kept separating middle ( 
17months baby extremely poor hotel- 
hotels proper buffet meals indoors waited 
good mins receptionist attaned buzzed 
arrival back trip sunday find not tidied still 
not towels dried instead replaced ( told unit 
broken- well maybe should bot location, not 
Neg 1.725695 
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recommend hotel 
34  spent month traveling Italy worst entire 
trip rude staff, insanely dirty bathrooms 
overall depressing atmosphere hotel rather 
sleep return strongly advise visiting stay 
dump course feel dirty day long enjoy 
creepy watching building now wish take 
incriminating photos place disgusting really 
Neg -4.292708 
35  arrived booked double shared bathroom 
completely separate building arrived find 
electricity climbed stairs complete darkness 
probably just well looked awful dark pay 
cash, booking credit card, eventually back 
clear problem not fixed staff helped find 
hotel arrived home find money still credit 
card Numerous emails sent regarding but 
reply Needless say wuold not recommend 
staying hotel 
Neg 1.183975 
36  chose one-night stopover Florence ( 
inexpensive very close railway station 
mistake family arrived, informed 
conditioning system broken, transferring 
corner ( toted luggage flights stairs degree 
heat brought baggage walked blocks was-
not Planet, heads, spinning hotel staying 
neighborhood just bit downscale literally, 
wrong tracks characters, night-time sleaze 
kinds, off-putting smell happy leave 
morning not recommend hotels group map 
not stay Hotels cost euros but can afford 
difference, say worth 
Neg -1.916695 
37  horrible hotel experience life honeymoon 
walk floor filthy, stains wall, mold paint 
peeling ceiling shower, bed broken, tv 
remote doesnt work, shower head broken 
sprays water light fixtures hazard, safety 
hazard, tiny dirty room hotel not traditional 
hotel, actually single floor building complex 
breakfast stale bread butter marmalade top 
Neg -1.343441 
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staff hotel could-not care rude exception 
pictures stay hotel planet ( hotel rubino 
38  Smelly, rodants crawling ca swing plus size 
person, do-not attempt shower idea foot 
toilet window shower could-not wait place 
Neg -0.006502 
39  booked hotel advised close centre sights 
arrived, pouring rain, spent trying find place 
found very dismissive woman told corner 
found directions just told corner Eventually 
found hotel desk very lift take very difficult 
manouver ( not big people little natural light 
window ( could open little very noisy ( 
station trams radio did-not work bedside 
light breakfast adequate lady serving very 
friendly Overall say want  " action do-not 
stay but okay do-not want use hotel day 
Neg 4.468295 
40  Please  do-not booking hotel didnt take 
pictures hotel should lights hotel hallway 
lead motion sensored shutted couple 
minutes elevator fits person luggage could-
not walk luggage bathroom ceiling MOLDED 
not brightly lit reminded vacation horror 
movie gone bad REFUSED stay overnight 
friends spent hours calling nearby hotels 
decided cab local find hotel stumbled Palace 
hotel booked hotel vacations advised could-
not upgrade can listed star hotel bet worst 
hostel checking hotel clerk wrong plainly 
told did-not hotel not accomodating friends 
attic friends didnt lock beds HORRIBLE, 
DISGUSTING really not recommend staying 
right next chinatown shady town goodness 
right corner busy street block good 
outcome hotel clerk told reimburse rest 
nights not but charge staying hotel hrs 
Neg -0.217961 
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Appendix E 
Selected Implementation Source Codes of Proposed Framework 
Removing Punctuations 
### Remove Punctuations from Word ### 
### ---------------------------------------- ### 
def rempunct(word): 
    punct = [".",",",";","?"] 
    np = 0 
    for p in punct: 
        nop = word.count(p) 
        if(nop >0 ): 
            np = nop 
    if(np>0): 
        word = word[:-np] 
    else: 
        word = word 
    return(word) 
Simple Interface to Urban Dictionary 
### Simple interface to Urban Dictionary ### 
### -------------------------------------------- ### 
import re 
import urllib2 
import xlrd 
wbook = xlrd.open_workbook("e:\\FMData\\Research-Paper-Twitter\\Lexicon\\slangs.xlsm") 
wsheet = wbook.sheet_by_name('More-Abbrevs') 
num_rows = wsheet.nrows 
fd_w = open("e:\\FMData\\Research__Paper_Slangs\\urban_def_dellsonyhp.txt","a") 
fd_r = open("e:\\FMData\\Research__Paper_Slangs\\Slang-for-searching-in-Udict.txt","r") 
stxt = fd_r.read() 
stokens = stxt.split() 
n = 1 
sn = 1 
udict_url = 'http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=' 
for s in stokens: 
    n = 1 
    slang = str(s) 
    slang = slang.replace('!','') 
    slang = slang.replace('?','') 
    resp = urllib2.urlopen(udict_url+slang) 
    html= resp.read() 
    definitions = re.findall("<div class='meaning'>(.*?)</div>",html,re.S) 
    print str(sn)+":",slang 
    sn = sn + 1 
    if(len(definitions)==0): 
        fd_w.write(slang+" =  NOT FOUND "+"\n") 
    else: 
        fd_w.write(slang+" = "+"\n") 
        for sdef in definitions: 
            fd_w.write("Def#:"+str(n)+ " = "+sdef+"\n") 
            n = n + 1 
     
fd_r.close() 
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fd_w.close() 
print "Completed......" 
Loading English Dictionary 
### Loading Dictionary ### 
### ----------------------- ### 
word_list = [] 
def load_disct(): 
    print "** Loading Dictionary **" 
    dict = open("e:\\FMData\\DataSets\\Combined_Dict.txt","r") 
    dwords = dict.read().lower() 
    w_tok = dwords.split() 
    for w in w_tok: 
        word_list.append(w) 
 
 
Expressing Words into Bigrams 
### Word to Bigrams ### 
### ------------------- ### 
bi_grams = [] 
def bigrm(word): 
    bg = [] 
    wl = len(word) 
    for w in range(0,wl-1): 
        bg.append(word[w]+word[w+1]) 
    return(bg) 
 
Generating Artificial Data for Spelling Corrector 
### Generating Artificial Data from Dictionary by changing single letter at random ### 
### ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  ### 
import random 
alphabets = "abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz" 
word_list = [] 
fd = open("e:\\FMData\\Research-Paper-Spell-Corrector\\Replace-SingleChar-13000W.txt","a") 
### Loading Dictionary ### 
### ----------------------- ### 
def load_disct(): 
    print "** Loading Dictionary **" 
    dict = open("e:\\FMData\\Research-Paper-Spell-Corrector\\Extracted13000from26000.txt","r") 
    dwords = dict.read().lower() 
    w_tok = dwords.split() 
    for w in w_tok: 
        word_list.append(w) 
 
### Addition ### 
### ---------- ### 
def addition(word): 
    char_pos = random.randrange(0,26,1) 
    char = alphabets[char_pos] 
    fd.write(word+"  "+word+chars+"\n") 
     
### Replace ### 
### --------- ### 
def replace(word): 
    stop = len(word) 
    if(stop > 1): 
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        char_pos = random.randrange(0,stop,1) 
        char = random.randrange(0,26,1) 
        wl = list(word) 
        wl[char_pos] = alphabets[char] 
        fd.write(word+"  "+''.join(wl)+"\n") 
    
###   Deletion   ### 
### ------------ ### 
def deletion(word): 
    stop = len(word) 
    if(stop > 1): 
        wl = list(word) 
        char_pos = random.randrange(0,stop,1) 
        wl.pop(char_pos) 
        wl = ''.join(wl) 
        fd.write(word+"  "+wl+"\n") 
     
 
###  Insertion   ### 
### ------------ ### 
def insertion(word): 
    stop = len(word) 
    #print num_char,stop 
    orig_word = word 
    if (stop > 1): 
        char_pos = random.randrange(0,stop,1) 
        char = random.randrange(0,26,1) 
        part1 = word[0:char_pos] 
        part2 = word[char_pos:stop] 
        word = part1+alphabets[char]+part2 
        fd.write(orig_word+"  "+word+"\n") 
         
### Transpose ### 
### --------- ### 
def transpose(word): 
    stop = len(word) 
    if(stop > 1): 
        char_pos1 = random.randrange(0,stop,1) 
        char_pos2 = random.randrange(0,stop,1) 
        wl = list(word) 
        temp = wl[char_pos1] 
        wl[char_pos1] =  wl[char_pos2] 
        wl[char_pos2] = temp 
        fd.write(word+"  "+''.join(wl)+"\n") 
 
### Main Program ### 
### ----------------- ### 
load_disct() 
for w in word_list: 
    #transpose(w) 
    #insertion(w) 
    #deletion(w) 
    replace(w) 
fd.close()     
print "Completed....." 
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Correcting Misspelled Words 
### Checking correct word in the first 10 suggested words ### 
### -----------------------------------------------------------------### 
from __future__ import division 
import datetime,xlrd 
alphabets = "abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz" 
### Calculating Jaccard Coefficients ### 
### -------------------------------- ### 
def jc_coefficient(word,orig_word): 
    jc_coeff = [] 
    max1 = max2 = max3 = max4 = max5 = max6 = max7 = max8 = max9 = max10 = -1 
    wbg = bigrm(word) 
    wset = set(wbg) 
    found = 0 
    for w in sorted_Word_list: 
        dwset = set(bigrm(w)) 
        dword = w 
        numerator = len(wset & dwset) 
        denomenator = len(wset | dwset) 
        if(denomenator > 0): 
            jcoeff = numerator / denomenator 
            if( jcoeff > max1 ): 
                w1,max1 = dword,jcoeff 
            elif( jcoeff > max2 ): 
                w2,max2 = dword,jcoeff 
            elif( jcoeff > max3 ): 
                w3,max3 = dword,jcoeff 
            elif( jcoeff > max4 ): 
                w4,max4 = dword,jcoeff 
            elif( jcoeff > max5 ): 
                w5,max5 = dword,jcoeff 
            elif( jcoeff > max6 ): 
                w6,max6 = dword,jcoeff 
            elif( jcoeff > max7 ): 
                w7,max7 = dword,jcoeff 
            elif( jcoeff > max8 ): 
                w8,max8 = dword,jcoeff 
            elif( jcoeff > max9 ): 
                w9,max9 = dword,jcoeff 
            elif( jcoeff > max10 ): 
                w10,max10 = dword,jcoeff 
             
#--------------------- 
 
    jc_coeff.append(w1) 
    jc_coeff.append(w2) 
    jc_coeff.append(w3) 
    jc_coeff.append(w4) 
    jc_coeff.append(w5) 
    jc_coeff.append(w6) 
    jc_coeff.append(w7) 
    jc_coeff.append(w8) 
    jc_coeff.append(w9) 
    jc_coeff.append(w10) 
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   if(orig_word in jc_coeff): 
        found = found + 1 
    return(found,jc_coeff) 
### Main Program ### 
### ----------------- ### 
tfound = 0 
load_disct() 
sort_dict() 
### Reading Misspelled Words from Excel Sheey ### 
### ------------------------------------------------------- ### 
print "*** Reading Data  ***" 
wbook = xlrd.open_workbook("e:\\FMData\\Research-Paper-Spell-Corrector\\ArtificialData-
SingleLetterChange.xlsx") 
wsheet = wbook.sheet_by_name('ReplaceW3120') 
num_rows = wsheet.nrows 
print "Words read:",num_rows 
print datetime.datetime.now().time() 
print "*** Calculating JC Coefficient ***" 
for row in range(1,num_rows): 
    orig_word   = wsheet.cell_value(row,0) 
    modif_word  = wsheet.cell_value(row,1) 
    result,words = jc_coefficient(modif_word,orig_word) 
    tfound = tfound + result 
print "Percentage of Correct word found in first 40:",tfound/(num_rows-1) 
print words 
print datetime.datetime.now().time() 
print "Completed....." 
Inserting Reviews Sentences into SQL Server Database 
### Program to read all Hotels reviews extract sentences and store into SQL Database ### 
### --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  ### 
import os,pyodbc,re 
import nltk 
path = "e:\\FMData\\DataSets\\OpinRankDatasetWithJudgments\\hotels\\data\\shanghai\\" 
sqlcon = pyodbc.connect('DRIVER={SQL Server};SERVER=FAZALMASOOD-
PC;DATABASE=Reviews;UID=abc;PWD=xyz') 
cursor = sqlcon.cursor() 
 
sql_insert = "insert into hotels_reviews_sentences(sentid,sentence) values('%d',N'%s') " 
dlist = os.listdir(path) 
sentid = 100 
file_count = 0 
sent_count = 0 
print "*** Reading Hotel Reviews ***" 
for filename in dlist: 
    file_count = file_count  + 1 
    fd = open(path+filename,"r") 
    reviews = fd.read().lower() 
    sentences = nltk.sent_tokenize(reviews) 
    for sent in sentences: 
        sent_count = sent_count + 1 
        try: 
            sent = sent.replace("'","") 
            query = sql_insert % (sentid,sent) 
            cursor.execute(query) 
            sqlcon.commit() 
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        except Exception, e: 
            print "Error:",e 
        sentid = sentid + 1 
 
print "Total Hotels:",file_count 
print "Total Sentences:",sent_count 
Calculating Levenshtein Distance 
def levenshtein_distance(word1, word2): 
    if len(word1) < len(word2): 
        return levenshtein_distance(word2, word1) 
  
    # len(word1) >= len(word2) 
    if len(word2) == 0: 
        return len(word1) 
  
    pre_row = xrange(len(word2) + 1) 
    for m, c1 in enumerate(word1): 
        curr_row = [m + 1] 
        for n, c2 in enumerate(word2): 
            inst = pre_row[n + 1] + 1                                                                                                                                        
            dels = curr_row[n] + 1       # than word2 
            subs = pre_row[n] + (c1 != c2) 
            curr_row.append(min(inst, dels, subs)) 
        pre_row = curr_row 
  
    return pre_row[-1] 
 
print levenshtein_distance("word1", "wo2") 
Counting Uppercase Words 
def ucword_count(tweet_toks): 
    ucwcount = 0 
    for word in tweet_toks: 
        word = rempunct(word) 
        if(word.isupper()and (word.lower() not in pos_emot and word.lower() not in neg_emot)): 
            ucwcount = ucwcount + 1 
    return(ucwcount) 
Generating word's antonyms 
def word_antonym(word): 
    unique_antonym = [] 
    syn_list = wn.synsets(word) 
    for sl in syn_list: 
        lema = sl.lemmas 
        anto_lema = lema[0].antonyms() 
        if(len(anto_lema)>0): 
            antonym = lema[0].antonyms()[0].name 
            if(antonym not in unique_antonym): 
                unique_antonym.append(antonym) 
    return(unique_antonym) 
Generating word's synonyms 
from nltk.corpus import wordnet as wn 
from collections import OrderedDict 
def lemma_list(str): 
    s_set = [] 
    for synset in wn.synsets(str): 
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        for item in synset.lemma_names: 
            s_set.append(item) 
    s_list = list(OrderedDict.fromkeys(s_set)) ## Removing duplicates 
    return s_list 
Converting plural into singular 
import inflect 
def singular_form(word): 
    sform = inflect_engine.singular_noun(word) 
    if(sform): 
        return(sform) 
    else: 
        return(word) 
Correcting word of repeated letters 
import re 
def word_repletters(word): 
    pattern = re.compile(r"(.)\1{1,}", re.IGNORECASE) 
    w1 = pattern.sub(r"\1\1", word) 
    w2 = pattern.sub(r"\1", word) 
    if(w1.lower() in word_list): 
        return(w1,2) 
    elif(w2.lower() in word_list): 
        return(w2,1) 
    else: 
        return("invalid",0) 
Preprocessing 
import pyodbc 
import sys, re,xlrd 
from nltk.tokenize import word_tokenize 
 
sqlcon = pyodbc.connect('DRIVER={SQL Server};SERVER=FAZALMASOOD-
PC;DATABASE=SQLTweets2nd;UID=sa;PWD=fmkundi') 
cursor = sqlcon.cursor() 
 
 
tweets_tokens = []     # tokens of all tweets 
 
stopwordsfile = open("e:\\FMData\\DataSets\\StopWordList.txt","r") # list of stop words 
stopwords = stopwordsfile.read().lower() 
stopwordslist = stopwords.split() 
 
 
### Hu and Liu Lexicon ### 
hu_pos_words = [] 
hu_neg_words = [] 
 
hu_lexicon_pos = open("e:\\FMData\\Research-Paper-Twitter\\Lexicon\\opinion-lexicon-English\\pos-
words.txt","r") 
hu_lexicon_neg = open("e:\\FMData\\Research-Paper-Twitter\\Lexicon\\opinion-lexicon-English\\neg-
words.txt","r") 
 
hu_pos = hu_lexicon_pos.read().lower() 
hu_neg = hu_lexicon_neg.read().lower() 
hu_lexicon_pos.close() 
hu_lexicon_neg.close() 
hu_pos_tok = hu_pos.split() 
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hu_neg_tok = hu_neg.split() 
 
for pw in hu_pos_tok: 
    hu_pos_words.append(pw) 
for nw in hu_neg_tok: 
    hu_neg_words.append(nw) 
 
 
### Dadvar Lexicon ### 
d_pos_words = [] 
d_neg_words = [] 
 
d_lexicon_pos = open("e:\\FMData\\Research-Paper-Twitter\\Lexicon\\Dadvar\\positive-words.txt","r") 
d_lexicon_neg = open("e:\\FMData\\Research-Paper-Twitter\\Lexicon\\Dadvar\\negative-words.txt","r") 
 
d_pos = d_lexicon_pos.read().lower() 
d_neg = d_lexicon_neg.read().lower() 
d_lexicon_pos.close() 
d_lexicon_neg.close() 
d_pos_tok = d_pos.split() 
d_neg_tok = d_neg.split() 
 
for pwd in d_pos_tok: 
    d_pos_words.append(pwd) 
for nwd in d_neg_tok: 
    d_neg_words.append(nwd) 
 
 
print "*** Reading tokens samples from Excel Sheet for preprocessing  ***" 
wbook = xlrd.open_workbook("e:\\FMData\\Research-Paper-Twitter\\Manual_Label.xlsx") 
wsheet = wbook.sheet_by_name('Tok-Test') 
num_rows = wsheet.nrows 
print "Number of rows:",num_rows 
tok_dict = { } 
for trow in range(1,num_rows): 
    old = wsheet.cell_value(trow,0) 
    new = wsheet.cell_value(trow,1) 
    tok_dict[old] = new 
 
print tok_dict['(ex']    
### Reading tweets ### 
### -------------- ### 
 
print "*** Reading Tweets ***" 
sql_sel ="select * from tweets_All1300_forlabel"  
cursor.execute(sql_sel) 
rows = cursor.fetchall() 
 
print "*** Preprocessing started ***" 
sql = "insert into tweets_All_ManualLabel_Processed(id,text,product) values " 
 
tweet = "" 
def replaceTwoOrMoreA(s): 
    #look for 2 or more repetitions of character and replace with the character itself 
    pattern = re.compile(r"(&lt;)\1{1,}", re.IGNORECASE) 
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    return pattern.sub(" ", s) 
 
def replaceTwoOrMoreB(s): 
    #look for 2 or more repetitions of character and replace with the character itself 
    pattern = re.compile(r"(&gt;)\1{1,}",re.IGNORECASE) 
    return pattern.sub(" ", s) 
############################################ 
punct = [".",",","?",";","/"] 
alpha = "abcdefghijklmnopqrstvuwxyz"     ## to check for single letter 
alpha_list = list(alpha) 
slash = "/" 
found_slash = 0 
for row in rows: 
    ## Getting tokens 
    twt = row.text.encode('ascii','ignore') 
    twt = replaceTwoOrMoreA(twt) 
    twt = replaceTwoOrMoreB(twt) 
     
    pattern = re.compile(' \d+', re.DOTALL) 
    twt = pattern.sub(" ",twt) 
    pattern = re.compile(' \d+ ', re.DOTALL) 
    twt = pattern.sub(" ",twt) 
    pattern = re.compile('\d+ ', re.DOTALL) 
    twt = pattern.sub(" ",twt) 
    pattern = re.compile('\d+', re.DOTALL) 
    twt = pattern.sub(" ",twt) 
     
    pattern = re.compile('@[^\s]+', re.IGNORECASE) 
    twt = pattern.sub(" ",twt) 
 
    pattern = re.compile('(https?://[^\s]+)',re.IGNORECASE) 
    twt = pattern.sub(" <URL> ",twt) 
 
    pattern = re.compile('(www\.[^\s]+)',re.IGNORECASE) 
    twt = pattern.sub(" <URL> ",twt) 
 
    pat1 = '(http:\\\\)' 
    pattern = re.compile(pat1,re.IGNORECASE) 
    twt = pattern.sub(" ",twt) 
    pat2 = '(http:)' 
    pattern = re.compile(pat2,re.IGNORECASE) 
    twt = pattern.sub(" ",twt) 
    pat3 = '(http)' 
    pattern = re.compile(pat3,re.IGNORECASE) 
    twt = pattern.sub(" ",twt) 
     
    # Removing Spaces 
    pattern = re.compile('[\s]+', re.DOTALL) 
    twt = pattern.sub(" ",twt) 
         
    wtok = twt.split() 
    for w in wtok: 
        w = w.strip() 
        found_slash = w.find(slash) 
        if(w in tok_dict): 
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            w=tok_dict[w] 
        if(w not in punct and w.lower() not in stopwordslist and w.lower() not in alpha_list and found_slash < 
0): 
            tweet = tweet +" "+w 
     
    sql_ins = sql + "(%d,N'%s','%s')" % (row.id,tweet,row.product) 
    cursor.execute(sql_ins) 
    sqlcon.commit() 
    tweet = "" 
     
print "Completed..." 
Slangs Scoring Using SentiWordNet 
from __future__ import division 
from nltk.stem.wordnet import WordNetLemmatizer 
import pyodbc 
 
lemat = WordNetLemmatizer() 
 
sqlcon = pyodbc.connect('DRIVER={SQL Server};SERVER=FAZALMASOOD-
PC;DATABASE=SQLTweets2nd;UID=sa;PWD=fmkundi') 
cursor = sqlcon.cursor() 
 
 
### Reading tweets ### 
print "*** Reading Tweets from  SQL Table  ***" 
sql_select = "select distinct * from slangs_Unique_AllTweets_detected " 
cursor.execute(sql_select) 
rows = cursor.fetchall() 
 
sentw_query = "select ps,ns from sentiwnet_score_avg where synsetterms = "  
sentiword_words = ""  
for row in rows: 
    sw = row.meaning.lower().strip() 
    s_tokens = sw.split() 
    tok_count = 0 
    pscore = 0 
    nscore = 0 
    for word in s_tokens: 
        # word = lemat.lemmatize(word)      *** not suitable with SentiWordNet 
        query = sentw_query + "'%s'" % (word) 
        cursor.execute(query) 
        scores = cursor.fetchall() 
        if(scores): 
            for score in scores: 
                sentiword_words = sentiword_words + " "+word 
                tok_count = tok_count + 1 
                pscore = pscore + score.ps 
                nscore = nscore + score.ns 
    if(tok_count>0): 
        pavg = pscore / tok_count 
        navg = nscore / tok_count 
        print row.slang,"&",row.meaning,"&",pavg,"&",navg,"&",sentiword_words 
        sentiword_words ="" 
    else: 
        ## if token not found in sentiwordnet ## 
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        avgp = 1.1 
        avgn = 1.1 
     
print "Completed..." 
Performance Measures 
### Performance Measures ### 
### -------------------- ### 
def performance(tscores,pol_dict): 
    Negative_Count = 0 
    Positive_Count = 0 
    Neutral_Count = 0 
    TP = TN = TNU = 0 
    Fpn = 0 
    Fnp = 0 
    Ftn = 0 
    Ftp = 0 
    Fpt = 0 
    Fnt = 0 
    length = len(tscores) 
    detect = {} 
    cfmatrix1 = {} 
    cfmatrix2 = {} 
    for id in range(1,length+1): 
        if( tscores[id] > 0 ): 
            Positive_Count = Positive_Count + 1 
        elif(tscores[id] < 0): 
            Negative_Count = Negative_Count + 1         ## counting +ve/-ve tweets 
        elif(tscores[id] == 0): 
            Neutral_Count = Neutral_Count + 1 
             
        ## Calculation true/false positive/negative ### 
             
        if( pol_dict[id] == 'pos' and tscores[id] > 0 ): 
            TP = TP + 1 
        elif( pol_dict[id] == 'neg' and tscores[id] < 0): 
            TN = TN + 1 
        elif( pol_dict[id] == 'neut' and tscores[id] == 0 ): 
            TNU = TNU + 1 
 
        if( pol_dict[id] == 'pos' and tscores[id] < 0  ): 
            Fpn = Fpn + 1 
        elif( pol_dict[id] == 'neg' and tscores[id] > 0 ): 
            Fnp = Fnp + 1 
        elif( pol_dict[id] == 'neut' and tscores[id] < 0 ): 
            Ftn = Ftn + 1 
        elif( pol_dict[id] == 'neut' and tscores[id] > 0 ): 
            Ftp = Ftp + 1 
        elif( pol_dict[id] == 'pos' and tscores[id] == 0 ): 
            Fpt = Fpt + 1 
        elif( pol_dict[id] == 'neg' and tscores[id] == 0 ): 
            Fnt = Fnt + 1 
             
             
 
    accuracy = (TP+TN+TNU) / len(pol_dict) 
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    cfmatrix1['TP']  = TP 
    cfmatrix1['TN']  = TN 
    cfmatrix1['TNU'] = TNU 
    cfmatrix1['Accuracy'] = accuracy 
    cfmatrix2['Fpn'] = Fpn 
    cfmatrix2['Fnp'] = Fnp 
    cfmatrix2['Ftn'] = Ftn 
    cfmatrix2['Ftp'] = Ftp 
    cfmatrix2['Fpt'] = Fpt 
    cfmatrix2['Fnt'] = Fnt 
     
    detect['pos']  = Positive_Count 
    detect['neg']  = Negative_Count 
    detect['neut'] = Neutral_Count 
     
    return(detect,cfmatrix1,cfmatrix2) 
 
 
